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Starred in physics, starred in genetics

In keeping with Instauration's policy of ano
nymity, most communicants will be identified
by the first three digits of their zip code.

o When I was in college, there was a group
of really annoying evangelicals who would
hold Christian get-togethers. If you were
dumb enough to get suckered into one, you'd
be subjected to their strong-arm, in-your-face
conversion efforts. One day, when they were
going around knocking on doors, trying to get
people to go to a "Christian Barbecue," I re
plied to my nosy visitors, "I thought they
stopped barbecuing Christians a long time
ago." They tried to argue, but I shut the door.
They then remained outside my room shout
ing whether I knew what the verb lito believe"
meant. I told them I believe that Christianity
hadn't been my cuppa for a long time.
245
o I was a paratrooper in WWII (Africa, Sici
ly and Italy), was missing in action twice and
hospitalized three times. I know the mentality
of Marines, paratroopers and combat infantry
men. Their job is killing people, and they are
very good at it. These warriors despise what
gay soldiers enjoy doing for sexual satisfac
tion. Perhaps "despise" is the wrong verb. A
better one may be "loathe." The best soldiers
hate the gays as badly or worse than they hate
the enemy.
902
o The depths to which Holocaustians will
sink was illustrated in a story about Leni Rie
fenstahl in Time magazine (Oct. 18, 1993).
The head of the film department of "a leading
U.S. cultural institution" was quoted as say
ing, "If he met Leni Riefenstahl, he would cut
her nipples off."
800

o The Christmas holidays, with their terrify
ing commercial intensity, with Chosenite cash
registers jingling merrily and heaving under
the weight of shekels, crooners chanting end
lessly on the squawkbox, crowds milling
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around like Energizer bunnies to the strains of
tinny Muzak, all the food stores guarded by
bell-jangling Salvation Army soldiers, hordes
of moralizing Jesus freaks, relatives shoving
stale cookies at you and mewling about the
Reason for the Season, arthritis-making weath
er, Xmas card mailing costs, gaudy decora
tions, unwanted gifts that go straight to the
barn, media fest spats over displays of religious
symbols. . .all this frantic folderol made me
want to take a walk out in the forest and
crawl into a dark hole until it was all over.

M.M.

o Americans have deified psychologists, la
boring under the delusion that they are real
scientists. Don't let the shrinks or social work
ers get ahold of your kids, or you're a goner.
How the hell do we protect our families and
people from this sort of social disease? I'm
starting to understand the end-of-the-rope
desperation of some old-time Safety Valvers.
200
o Enough complaining! We who know the
score have to buckle down and work for solu
tions to our problems. By constantly dwelling
on the racial horrors, we are falling into Judeo
Christian End Time thinking. (It's hopeless!
We're all going to die! The best we can expect
is to get raptured out of this antiwhite nation
to some heaven like Switzerland!) We can ac
complish great victories here in North Ameri
ca if we are willing to act. Let me offer one
sure fire action, guaranteed to succeed. Make
a list of all the young white mothers of small
children you know within your extended fami
ly/social group. Then find out the birthdays of
the children and the mothers. Next send cards
and flowers and make phone calls on these
joyous days and stir up a fuss over the moth
ers. Finally, bring together in a social setting
some of these mothers and their children with
unmarried young white women, those with PC
feminist opinions or even those with know-it
all "conservative" views. Let some healthy in
teraction occur between the children and the
unmarrieds before making subtle or not so
subtle comments to the childless women to
the effect that they are failures. Women are
very good at this type of very useful hazing.
With constant reinforcement and the use of
some skilled matchmakers, you are sure to
bring into the world many white children and
boost the morale of their mothers.
606
o Every religion has its places of pilgrimage.
A devout Muslim must visit Mecca. How long
before a visit to our inglorious new Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington is de rigueur?
210
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o The Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington is a monument to Jewish power.
It exemplifies the strong historical Jewish ten
dency to exaggerate beyond reason. But its
very existence makes it impossible to deny
that the death of Jews matters enormously
more in America than the deaths of any other
group. Why isn't there a museum for the
Ukrainians who were unquestionably killed

off in larger numbers than the Jews-and of
ten by Jewish Communists? Why isn't there a
museum for the Chinese exterminated during
the Communist takeover and the Cultural Rev
olution? That death toll was even greater. The
answer can only be that one Jewish death is
worth more than the deaths of several non
Jews, that only Jewish deaths matter enough
to justify a museum.
915

o Everyone is aware of the attack on Chris.
tianity via the separation of church and state
ploy. I think there may be a way to turn this
to our advantage. Bring legal suit against a
school district or city government for serving
kosher food in the cafeteria. Any of the foods
with a K or U on the packaging is kosher as I
understand it. The suit could be a real power
move, maybe even winnable. It could send a
message that we're not down. People could
send in money from all over the country to
support the lawsuit. We could pick a commu
nity where the majority of the people and
maybe even the judges would be in favor of
the suit.
940
o It's time once again to say thanks for pub.
lishing the most exciting, genuinely radical
and desperately needed magazine that I know
of. Again and again, Instauration shatters the
image of racial nationalists as lousy writers
filled with hatred and totally lacking in con
cern for the planet and for humanity as a
whole. I'm an "eco-Ioony" and an ex-leftist
and regard Richard McCulloch's beautifully
written "Nordish Statement" and O'Regan's
haunting "Message from Outer Space" as
among the many high-water marks of the mag.
azine. Far from being mon" conservative than
conservatives, Instauration is in the forefront
of a radical young movement.
021
o Feminism, homosexual rights, animal
rights or even general individual liberties have
not caught on in the Third World the way le
thal hardware has. Nor has anti-racism or the
idea of preserving the rain forests and the peo
ple who live in them. All of these are Western
notions, which don't ignite the tiniest sparks
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in the brains of the strutting, heavily armed,
comical dictators of the "emerging nations."
366

o The most valuable thing Instauration has
done for me is to tip me to the whole school
of scientists who are now in the establishment
doghouse-people like Galton, Lombroso,
Hooton f Keith, Coon, Sheldon, Baker, Dar.
lington, Eysenck and Cattell. Libraries have
done an amazingly thorough job of making
sure no one gets to even lay eyes on the great
books of these geniuses. The censorship is so
thorough that it tends to prove the existence
of an equalitarian conspiracy. But I've man·
aged to locate some of these banished classics
through Howard Allen, Noontide Press and
used bookstores. Instauration and the litera
ture it has advertised have taken me beyond a
world that can only exist on paper or in media
special effects land to the vital, harsh, real
world with its attendant horrors and beauty,
the world where science and genuine spiritu
ality meet, and where history is ever being
born.
212

o I cannot understand why those who are
"Jew-wise," to use Arnold Leese's term, as
well as those who are aware of the profound
significance of race, are almost invariably far
to the right politically. Tome these issues
have nothing to do with the traditional differ
ences between right and left. If there is one
nation that stands in relation to other nations,
our own in particular, as the parasitical ivy
vine stands to the great oak tree, to use Hit
ler's analogy, why should liberals not be con
cerned? Don't liberals want a country that is
ruled by "We the People"? More to the point,
don't they want to avoid being devoured?
One of the primary tenets of Rousseau was
that society does not create the impulse that
gives rise to human betterment; rather, this is
born in the individual. The first duty of society
is to take care not to thwart the natural devel
opment of this innate impulse. Like a garden
er, society is not the maker of the seed or its
potential. Like a gardener, its role is merely to
cultivate the conditions that are optimal for
the seed's natural development. Well, if racial
differences are profound, if race determines
the mind, the personality and the morality
that Nature wants to develop, if we are to
have a society that complies with Rousseau's
principle, then obviously racial integration is a
very bad idea. One would think that liberals,
who are traditionally keen on Rousseau,
would be extremely open-minded regarding
the race question. I can only conclude that
there must be something wrong with liberals.
They are not behaving as liberals ought. Noth.
ing could be more unnatural than that they
have allowed the far right to enjoy a monopo
ly regarding the most earnest questions about
race and world Jewry.
601

o Anent "Genius Sperm Bank" (Dec. 1993),
I don't think any young marrieds would be in
terested in using such a high-tech germinal re
pository. I'm sure they'd prefer a "do it your
self' operation. Their problem is to make the
most of the genes they have, which are usually
more than adequate. There is another way to

accomplish the goal. Very few women in this
country are fed the optimum during pregnan
cy. As a result, the infant does not develop all
of its potential.
606

o Shallow conservatives like Rush Lim
baugh would probably find the idea of saving
the Nordic gene pool as silly as they find the
idea of saving ancient forests, wildlife or neo
lithic tribes.
128

o With all the uproar over "insensitive"
nicknames for athletic teams, the most fla
grant violation of all has gone unnoticed. In
Washington, the murder capital of the U.S.,
what could be more insensitive than to have a
basketball team called the Bullets?
200
o Your December cover was right on!
Christmas is yielding to Hanukkah. I checked
the local school district's Calendar of Events
and discovered that Christmas vacation is now
Winter vacation; Easter vacation now Spring
vacation. Altogether I found 11 references to
Jewish holidays, but not one mention of a
Christian holiday. It makes my blood boil. And
I'm not even a practicing Christian anymore!
199
o When a mud madman cuts down a group
of white commuters, the media elite see it as a
golden opportunity to disarm-whites! Don't
our betters realize no gun control law
would've prevented that crime? Indeed, had
one of the white victims been armed, most
might still be alive. The Long Island Railroad is
just another chapter in the long, sad history of
white masochism, like the American blonde
who gave her life to South African blacks.
322

pectedly murdered at Washington's Dupont
Circle invaded my psyche for days. Having
lived in Washington for ten years, I watched
numerous acts of black violence and had been
a victim a handful of times. Once I was lucky
not to have been killed. DC and the federal
government have irretrievably gone down the
drain. Now that I've managed to get out of
that rattrap, I'll never return. I still have white
friends stuck in the Congoid-infested jungle
and pray they don't end up being murdered. I
couldn't shake the imagery and impact of
Hild's piece.
974

o Jewish international speculator George
Soros warns that "the idea of an ethnic state
[is a] real danger." No doubt Israel is an ex
ception.
800

o A recent issue of Milan's Corriere della
Sera featured an article on an up-and-coming
Horatio Alger-type Egyptian immigrant. Using
the same logic, the fact that a stopped clock is
right twice a day proves that stopped docks
keep the best time.
Italian subscriber
o I'm still waiting for blacks to man the
picket lines against the phone company. After
all these years of white (Caucasian) pages and
yellow (Asian) pages, Ma Bell still hasn't come
up with anything for the Negroes!
911

o Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen get out
your checkbook. Israeli settlers on land to be
returned to Palestinians are "willing to relo
cate if sufficiently compensated."
111

o Stalin had his Gulags, Pol Pot had his kill
ing fields and Slick Willie and his BATF storm
troopers brought us Janet Reno's Waco Holo
caust. Who would ever have thought that a
few months into Clinton's reign his hands
would be more caked with "gore" than any
American president since Lincoln?
319

o Do not spoil the many admirable features
of Instauration by indulging the biases we in
herited from the Enlightenment. Had it not
been for the intrepid persistence of the Church
and the heroic monks during the early Middle
Ages, we would have no texts from ancient
Greece and the Hellenistic period to discuss.
Christendom has and had its weaknesses be
cause it is composed of men, not divine beings.
222
o Few people in history have had the fame
and fortune of filmmaker Steven Spielberg,
but he isn't happy! When he was a boy some
one called out that he was a "Jew" and no one
leaped to his defense. Some people called me
"fatty," but I didn't tear out all my hair.
o You have several penetrating and

percep
tive writers. Judson Hammond I greatly ad
mire. Forrest and Stinger rivet me. Of course,
sometimes the material is harrowing in its
stark shark truth. The piece by Ivan Hild (Nov.
1993) about the poor young woman so unex

688

o Once there was something called misceg
enation, but that has evolved from a crime to
an obligation. The next barrier under attack is
the prohibition of homosexual marriage. Why
shouldn't Tom marry Pete? Come to think of
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lito mingle" at a cocktail party with the back

it, why shouldn't Tom and Pete also marry
Phil? Is two some sort of magic number? And
if it's okay for Tom, Pete and Phil to marry,
adopt kids, form a family as good-hell bet
ter-than any old-fashioned Ozzie and Har
riet household, why should it matter if the
happy trio are brothers, father or sons? And if
Phil is only 14, well, maybe he's mature for
his age.
896

o The ruling of Detroit Judge John Kirwan
that pro-life demonstrators can carry signs
that list the names of women who have had
abortions makes me unspeakably angry. The
enormity of publicizing what should be a
woman's guarded secret (if she chooses),
while AIDS records are given steel-vault pro
tection! Why is there no outcry? No publicity?
190
o No doubt few Instaurationists are familiar
with the vast array of comic magazines. As a
student of the genre, I can report that they too
follow the rule that nothing is as attractive to
a blonde than a black man.
022
o InstaurationistS should oppose gun con
trol, for only the law-abiding would be dis
armed. The position of the NRA is too defen
sive. Better to go on the attack with this
counterproposal: the death penalty for anyone
committing a crime with a gun. Liberals will
be aghast, but it would put them on the defen
sive.
411
o The notion a state should not be multi
ethnic is anathema to our big shots. They
don't seem to have noticed that the only part
of Yugoslavia not to degenerate into chaos is
homogeneous Slovenia.
302

o Black athletic prowess, once something
to boast about, has become a bit of an embar
rassment. You don't have to be a genius to fig
ure out that, if the musculature and bone
structure are different, the brain could be,
too.
550
o I was surprised to read in Instauration
such a naive article as that which suggested
the formation of a new independent state unit
ing the Atlantic Canadian provinces and north
ern New England. The idea is a good one, but
to couch it in racial terms is unnecessary and
sure to guarantee failure. There are many
ways to call for the formation of what would
amount to a white state without once refer
ring to race. One way would be to cast the ap
peal in environmental terms.
034

o Even those of us who refer to ourselves as
Christians in the most general of terms must
admit that the Church has sold our people
down the river. Should you journey to Eng
land and stroll through some picturesque little
village, you will find in the center of town a
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charming old Norman church dating back to
the 12th century. What will you find inside?
Murals created by the local Sunday school
class urging you to donate funds for the breed
ing and maintenance of more Third Worlders!
Question: In which chapter of the Bible does
God urge us to commit racial suicide?
Canadian subscriber

o Women want several things in a man,
among them good looks, money, property and
a confident attitude. They often judge a man
by his car. Judson Hammond's 1977 auto is a
sure-fire girl repellent. He says he is saving for
his retirement. It's going to be a mighty lonely
and bitter one.
913

o It's too bad we can't find more like
minded people. We keep shallowly plugged in
to some of the information that goes around,
but we keep out of the action, as the footing is
not firm and our livelihood depends on discre
tion. Too many hotheads, sellouts and turn
coats. We don't want to get too paranoid, but
on the other hand the Cotton Mather racial
heresy-sniffers have a lot of resources and so
ciety's blessings. They network like crazy, be
cause they can. I feel more comfortable with
the quiet mainstream people. We can do a lit
tle with them if we're patient and feed them
tidbits. It takes years, though, to gain their
trust. We can't go on mentioning these con
troversial topics without a break. They have to
be dropped in here and there. It's an elabo
rate dance, and not many of us have the need
ed patience.
770
o Funny thing about blond guys and gals.
They seem to have a higher rate of infertility.
Whenever I hear someone is infertile, man or
woman, it's very often a light-haired person.
205
:J I note that Jewish TV critic Michael Med
ved is knocked once or twice in Instauration
(Aug. 1993, p. 26). He ought to be credited
for pointing out the virulent hatred of Chris
tians and whites pouring out of Hollywood.
He has made no friends among that powerful
group.
335

o What I hate is how people use "hate
speech" all over the place to disable opinions
they don't like. If they can make you out to be
a snarling, troglodytic "hater" with serious
psychological problems and a perpetual black
cloud in your heart (excuse me, cloud of col
or), then nothing you say can possibly be true,
since it's all negatively motivated. The conver
sation is immediately cranked down to a nasty
emotional mess. Objectivity flies out the win
dow. Nobody is even keeping up pretenses
anymore. All we can do is dodge the cow
chips.
770

o Though a lukewarm and vacillating sup
porter of Pat Buchanan, Zip 300 still coughed
up a $1,000 contribution, which allowed him

pedaling Irishman (who may be a Scot?). I
sure hope well-off Zip 300 will toss a few
more grand the way of tested, beyond-doubt
rightists.
914

o It is still permissible to say that there is a
difference between Switzerland and Somali,
but it would be the height of political incor
rectness to say that Switzerland would lose
anything if, by some miracle, half of its in
habitants were swapped for Somalis. So why
are the two countries different? This is never
spelled out, no doubt because it would seem
too absurd. It must be the terrain and the ge
ography that make the inhabitants of Zurich
more neighborly than the folks in Mogadishu.
That BMW which Hans builds in Munich
could be screwed together equally well by
Mr. Ngong, if he could be enticed to move
there from Kinshasha. It has to be environ
ment, since we know it can't be genetics!
390

o American banks must loan to muds,
whether it is good business or not. American
schools must pass muds with honors, wheth
er or not they deserve it. American police
must not chase mud criminals in mud neigh
borhoods lest their feelings be hurt. The Am
erican judiciary must approve gerrymander
ing so muds will be elected. The American
military must promote muds (and women)
regardless of their fighting ability. So just
how is America going to compete when the
rest of the world is not quite as crazy as us?
650

Race, Intelligence and Dysgenics
Shockley on Eugenics and Race: The Application of
Science to the Solution of Human Problems by William
Shockley, ed. Roger Pearson, Washington, D.C., Scott
Townsend Publishers, 1992, 296 pp., $25.

Even the harshest critics admit that Nobel laureate
William Bradford Shockley (1910-1989) was a great physi
cist and inventor, his most famous contribution being the
co-invention of the transistor. In the latter part of his career
he turned his outstanding intellectual skills to the study of
racial differences, eugenics (methods of hereditary im
provement in man), and dysgenics (the intergenerational
deterioration of the genetic heritage).
This collection of his essays on these subjects should
appeal to both laymen and intellectuals. The preface, writ
ten by the distinguished psychologist Arthur Jensen, is an
adequate summary of the ongoing controversy on racial
differences in intelligence. The Introduction, written by an
thropologist Roger Pearson, gives the reader a clear expla
nation of Shockley's views on race, eugenics and the prob
lems he encountered in attempting to alert Western so
ciety about the "dysygenic threat." At this point, however,
the reader should be forewarned. While some of Dr.
Shockley's essays are readily i ntell igible, others are techni
cal, pedantic, abstruse and understandable only to those
who have had upper-level courses in statistics or popula
tion genetics.
The moral basis for Shockley's work in the area of ra
ciology (the scientific study of racial differences) can be
summarized in a simple syllogism.
MAJOR PREMISE: Working for the welfare of man is
consistent with all major religious and secular moral sys
tems (pp. 232, 284).
MINOR PREMISE: The future welfare of man and the
survival of civilization are dependent upon the quality of
his genetic heritage (p. 15).
CONCLUSION: Therefore, working to ensure the best
genetic heritage for the future is consistent with the relig
ious and secular moral systems of our time (pp. 232, 284).

As Dr. Pearson explains in the Introduction, Shockley's
thesis, which scared the daylights out of the political Left,
is quite straightforward. Significant mental and behavioral
differences, largely determined by the genes, separate the
diverse races of mankind. Intell igence, a qual ity deter
mined primarily by genetics and of the utmost importance
to humankind in the struggle to survive, is not evenly dis
tributed between individuals or races (pp. 18-19).
As he delved deeper into the subject, Shockley became

more and more convinced that contemporary American
society was undergoing rapid changes of a severely dys
genic nature. The less intelligent were producing consider
ably more offspring than the more intelligent (p. 18).

Shockley boldly examined the black I.Q. deficit

Although both white and black populations are threat
ened by the dysgenic process, Shockley insisted the prob
lem is far more pronounced in the black community. The
more intelligent blacks are taking advantage of increased
equality of opportunity and are producing fewer children
as they move into professional occupations (p. 22). Conse
quently, the average level of black intelligence would con
tinue to decline as subsequent generations of blacks are
produced at a higher rate by the less intelligent. This dele
terious birthing process would result in an increaSingly
high proportion of the black population being found in the
ghetto welfare class, despite a" efforts to change this ratio
by governmental intervention (p. 23).
If this view is correct, our well-intentioned welfare pro
grams are unwittingly encouraging the most genetically
disadvantaged blacks to produce a disproportionate num
ber of children. The consequence of such a biological dis
aster will be extremes of racism and agony for both blacks
and whites. Editor Pearson makes this point very clear:
Low I.Q. individuals are becom ing increasingly unem
ployable in modern society, and consequently are prone not
only to depend on others for their livelihood but to suffer in
tense frustration and anger at their state of dependency
frustration and anger which frequently gives way to bursts of
destructive behavior [po 32].
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For eons of time, nature (or perhaps a Supreme Being,
if He directed the course of evolution) selected mutations
in the genetic code of lower organisms and gradually
created man. Where natural selection left off, the eugenic
practices of ancient societies took over. "Primitive cul
tures," Shockley noted,
killed babies which were deformed, twinned, or too numer
ous. Rome and Sparta eliminated the physically inferior. The
"droit du seigneur" to improve the breed persisted no longer
[in advanced societies]. Animals follow similar procedures.
Social progress halted these brutalities for man-and good
riddance it is [po 232].

Modern man needs to understand these brutal eugenic
methods in order to create humane substitutes. In accor
dance with this thinking, the physicist-turned-eugenicist
proposed the following:

ences, or both? If both, to what degree does genetic inheri
tance contribute to the difference?
Many influential individuals and institutions disagree
with Dr. Shockley's belief that the black I.Q. deficit is due
primarily to genetics. In 1965, the U.S. Office of Policy
Planning and Research stated: "There is absolutely no
question of any genetic differential: Intelligence potential
is distributed among Negro infants in the same proportion
and pattern as among Icelanders or Chinese or any other
group (p. 97)./1
Consider Dr. Jensen's a priori argument against this
viewpoint: "Since genetically conditioned physical charac
teristics differ markedly between racial groups, there is a
strong... Iikelihood that genetically conditioned behavior
al or mental characteristics wi II also differ." l

The First Amendment makes it safe for us in the U.S. to
try to find humane eugenic measures. As a step in such
search, I propose as a thinking exercise a voluntary steriliza
tion bonus ....Payers of income tax [who tend to be some
what successful already in society] would get nothing. Bo
nuses for all others, regardless of sex, race, or welfare status,
would depend on best scientific estimates of hereditary fac
tors in disadvantages such as diabetes, epilepsy, heroin addic
tion, arthritis, etc. At a bonus rate of $1,000 for each point
below 100 I.Q., $30,000 put in trust for a 70 I.Q. moron po
tentially capable of producing 20 children might return
$250,000 to taxpayers in reduced costs of mental retardation
care [pp. 205-206].

It is important to emphasize that Shockley was never a
"Nazi" as many of his detractors have falsely claimed. In
WWII he was the director of research at the U.S. Navy's
Anti-Submarine Warfare Operation Research Group. A
strong supporter of the United States Constitution and Bill
of Rights, he rejected totalitarian social programs and at
tempted to strike a balance between individual human
rights and society's need for hereditary improvement. His
eugenic proposals are fundamentally different from those
proposed by Nazi eugenicists, as he advocated voluntary
not compulsory sterilization.
Unlike many academics of our time, William Shockley
was not afraid to voice his opposition to interracial mar
riage. In his celebrated 1980 Playboy magazine interview,
he was asked by a black writer: "Are you for or against in
terracial marriage? Not as a scientific experiment but as a
social real ity?"
The Nobel laureate responded:
I'm going to say I certainly would not oppose an interra
cial marriage in any particular case that might come up. But I
would not advocate it as a policy. One would have to know
more about these facts [po 267].

On standardized I.Q. tests blacks score an average of
15 points lower than the average white score of 100. This
difference is consistent across different tests, and the
scores themselves are not a bone of contention (p. 153).
The controversy is over what causes this difference. Is it
genetic in origin, or does it reflect environmental differ
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Arthur Jensen, also a believer in race differences

Support for this argument is prOVided by the fact that
intelligence (or I.Q.) depends upon the physiological struc
ture of the brain. The brain, like other organs, is subject to
genetic influence, and there are marked biological differ
ences between the brains of different races (p. 206). 2
Therefore, how can anyone disregard the obvious possibil
ity of genetically conditioned I.Q. differences between the
races?
Shockley's environmentalist opponents would reject
such reasoning, arguing that because there is a large ge
netic causation within racial groups does not necessari Iy
suggest that the difference between the groups is genetical
ly caused. More specifically, I.Q. differences between in
dividual whites are caused primarily by genetics. The same
is true for blacks, but the average I.Q. difference between
the two groups could be largely, if not wholly, caused by
non-biological environmental factors (p. 8).
Shockley understood this point as well as his detractors
(p. 9). This is precisely why his research focused upon evi
dence which strongly suggested that the racial difference
in I.Q. is primarily genetic in origin.
The environmentalists, Shockley declared, claim the
black I.Q. deficit is caused by cultural deprivation, as well
as anti-black prejudice and discrimination. They suppose
that genetic differences between the races play no role.

Nevertheless, pradically all the socioeconomic, educa
tional, nutritional, and other health fadors that sociolo
gists have traditionally pointed to as causes of the black
white differences in I.Q. and scholastic achievement ap
ply to the American Indian population, which ranks far
below black standards (p. 117). According to egalitarians,
American Indian I.Q. scores should be far lower than
those of American blacks. Yet the opposite is the case.
The well-documented Coleman Report of 1966 shows that
Native Americans, overcoming far greater disadvantages,
significantly outperform blacks in achievement and ability
tests (pp. 116-1 7,154).
In a major San Francisco Bay area study white chil
dren of the lowest socioeconomic class had higher aver
age I.Q. scores than those of black children from profes
sional and managerial families (pp. 157-59). If intelligence
is determined entirely by environment, then black families
of high socioeconomic status must provide a substantially
poorer intelledual environment than white families of low
socioeconomic status. This flatly contravenes environmen
talist assumptions.
If the lower I.Q. scores of American blacks are mainly
caused by environmental deprivation, then eliminating it
should equalize the average I.Q. scores of blacks and
whites. Since the end of WWII, although significant
progress has been made in reducing black cultural depri
vation, this has not eliminated the black I.Q. deficit. 3 Even
Shockley's opponents admit that compensatory education
has not narrowed the black-white I.Q. differential. 4 As Dr.
Jensen has noted, a group's "persisting resistance to
change when subjected to a wide range of environmental
conditions which are hypothesized to affect it, further en
hances the plausibility that genetic factors are predomi
nant [pp. 11-12]."
All of these results contradict environmentalist theory
but are consistent with the hereditarian thesis that genetic
differences are more important than environmental factors
in determining black-white I.Q. differences.
Needless to say, the environmentalists are tenacious.
Some go so far as to say that the concept of race is mean
ingless because races cannot be meaningfully defined (pp.
199, 216). Shockley's research undermined this claim; for
black populations of low I.Q., each 1% of Caucasian an
cestry raises average I.Q. by 1 point (pp. 1 77-78,199).
Shockley studied two groups of blacks, one from Geor
gia and another from California. He estimated the propor
tion of Caucasian genes within the two groups. (These
genes, of course, were not present in the original slave
populations.) The group with the higher I.Q. had a much
greater proportion of Caucasian genes than the lower I.Q.
group.
If the proportion of Caucasian genes was the same in
both groups, or if the lower I.Q. group had the higher pro
portion of Caucasian genes, this would imply that cultural
deprivation was mainly responsible for the lower I.Q.s.
Since the brighter group had the higher percentage, this
suggests that increases in percentages of Caucasian genes

in black populations improves mental performance.
One of the most common environmentalist arguments
is that LQ. tests have a built-in cultural bias that discrimi
nates against minorities. The tests are supposed to be un
fair because they are based upon the language, knowledge
and cognitive skills of the white middle class. Blacks in the
United States, it is alleged, do not share in the same cul
ture as whites. They assign different meanings to words,
and store up different types of knowledge and acquire dif
ferent intelledual ski lis.
Shockley noted that blacks tend to perform relatively
better on the more "culture-loaded" or verbal kinds of tests
(j.e., tests of vocabulary, general information, and verbal
comprehension) than on the liculture-fair" tests of abstract
reasoning ability (pp. 113, 161-62). The latter use non
verbal, symbolic material common to a great many cul
tures. Just the opposite is true for the Chinese, who score
sl ightly above average on abstract reasoning tests but be
low average on the culture-loaded tests (p. 113,162).
If the tests of abstract reasoning ability really do dis
criminate against minorities, then why do the Chinese
have a score that exceeds the average? And why do blacks
do better on tests which are biased toward the white mid
dle class than on tests which use symbolic material com
mon to a great many cultures? Once again, these patterns
contradict the environmentalist hypothesis but are consis
tent with Shockley's hereditarian theory.
A theory is considered scientific if it is empirically test
able. The hereditarian thesis, highly plaUSible and support
ed by hard data, is of this nature. Although Shockley re
peatedly stated that he had no inarguable scientific proof
for his views, he believed they could be proven true. This
is why he proposed "a serious scientific effort to establish
by how much the distribution of hereditary potential for in
telligence of our black citizens falls below whites [p. 152]."
The mass media, the American government and aca
deme in general are hostile to efforts which could scientif
ically demonstrate a genetic difference in mental ability
between the races, which is why Shockley'S proposal was
pigeonholed. This Sl lent treatment is pregnant with disas
ter. Failure to comprehend and accept biologically based
racial differences will inevitably chip away at white Amer
ica's unique genetic heritage and raise the misery index
for black Americans.
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OBITUARIES
M. DIAMANTENHAUFEN, author and sociologist. Marvin Diamantenhaufen, 58, prize-winning
Marxist sociologist and author of Few Who Knosh, considered by experts to be the definitive book on
hunger politics, perished Saturday in a tragic accident. ACcidentally strangled with his own 18K gold
neck chain when it caught on the wheel of his golf cart at the Flowing Greens Country Club, he was
dragged almost a mile before landing in a sand trap at the 15th, where caddie Guillermo Figueroa
found his corpse. He is survived by his mother Esther and three ex-wives.
REV. F.T. FRANKLIN, Communist activist. Outspoken African-American community leader, Rever
end Felonius T. Franklin, 49, known for organizing marches which blocked major urban arteries for
days, was struck down yesterday with a coronary within minutes of being sentenced in a N.Y. Federal
Court. He was facing the prospect of a year in jail, having been indicted for embezzling roughly
$1,900,000 from the Africa Pride "March on Main Street" fund, money allegedly used to purchase con
dos, furs, automobiles and other gifts for unnamed companions. He is survived by his wife Thelmalina
and five acknowledged children.

J. BRACERO, Latino advocate. On Tuesday a boating accident claimed the life of celebrated activist
Jesus Angel del Rio Bracero, 31, long-time champion of immigration rights. INS authorities and border
police were plagued for years by the civil disobedience of his vigilantes, who regularly sabotaged U.S.
boundary fences, passed out life preservers and inflatable rafts, and widely distributed packages of
Spanish-language directions on how to obtain social service benefits and welfare checks in the United
States. Authorities still do not know what Bracero was doing on the Rio Grande at midnight and wheth
er he was alone at the time.
Rep. X. deBATAILLE, congresswomyn. Rep. Xaviera deBataille, 62, prominent congresswomyn and
originator of the controversial Mental Assault Amendment recently passed by the House, was fatally at
tacked Sunday by her lover, renowned psychiatrist Sylvia Funk. The tragedy came as a great surprise to
all those who knew and worked with the couple. Sources remarked the pair had been under a great
deal of stress due to the Hill fight over passage of the bill, which "establishes five-year minimum man
datory jail sentences for bumper stickers and t-shirts determined to be criminally offensive to People of
Gender, Size, Looks, Color and Orientation." Her body, lying next to a four-speed double-pronged mar
ital aid which was still running, was discovered by friends on the floor of her kitchen Saturday. Police
report that Dr. Funk is sti II at large.
K. KREEM, "Rainbow Rappa." Kaffee Kreem, 22, popularly hailed mascot of multiculturalism, passed
away Sunday. Dancing at a casual party after signing copies of his new album #@$%&!! at the Youf
Center in East Los Angeles, he began to choke on an Oreo cookie. Witnesses watched aghast as he
turned a purpler shade of tan, clutched his throat and collapsed. Attempts to employ what a center staff
member called "the Hemlock Manoover" succeeded only in fracturing the victim's ribs, according to
city pathologist Gahan Green. Kreem's considerable estate, it is rumored, has been left to the United
Negro College Fund.
M. ZAGOYIM, Rabbi. Rebbe Milken Zagoyim, director of the Yad Vashem International Monument
Council, expired Friday in Reykjavik, Iceland, crushed under the weight of a new Holocaust Memorial
Museum he was blessing. Having survived a recent scandal involving the fraudulent exhibition of sever
al truckloads of old shoes he had purchased from Czechoslovakian military surplus, his next stop was
Iceland, to dedicate the cited edifice "intended to serve as a reminder that the eternal suffering of the
Jews should be forever burned into the world's conscience." While closely pursuing the Prime Minister
during negotiations for a Yad Vashem gift shop and snack bar, he failed to notice the tumbling marble,
which instantly flattened him. The World Jewish Congress has announced its intention to file suit
against the contract builders, quarry owners, and the government and people of Iceland.
856
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American Graffiti XIV
NAFTA's Wake
When, last November, 234 harlots in the u.s. House
of Representatives voted to ratify the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), they were merely formalizing
the surrender of the U.S. to the Money Power. (By which
is meant not only multinational corporations and interna
tional banking interests, but the general mind-set of those
to whom trade, commerce, and the manipulation of peo
ples and resources for profit are more central to their be
ing than are race, tradition, cultural values and family.)
Money has exercised effective control over the "free
world" for decades. The official hoisting of the white flag
by Congress with the NAFTA vote simply recognized this
fact and, of course, publicized it as "good for America."
The same solons who led the international economic
boycott of South Africa because of what they referred to as
that nation's "human rights abuses" and "violations of
democratic processes" presented to the Mafia-type gang
that rules Mexico a trade agreement that will hasten the
process of Third Worldizing these Disuniting States of
America. Mexico, as opponents of NAFTA pointed out, is
a one-party dictatorship, which has held power for gener
ations by assassinating critics and dissidents (including
many journalists), rigging elections, controlling labor un
ions and doling out massive bribes.
Mexico City spent at least $30 million to persuade the
U.S. Congress to vote for NAFTA. Without doubt some of
this money was earmarked for bribes and found its way
into the pockets of our elected representatives-standard
operating procedure south of the border. Clinton did con
siderable bribing himself, passing out a great variety of
pork barrel projects to buy the "undecided" votes. (Those
congressmen who were "undecided" in this much
discussed issue a few days before the vote were likely just
waiting for more largesse. And they received it. Almost all
the alleged "undecideds" voted for the pact.)
To "globalize" Western science, Western technology
and Western industry is to destroy Western science, West
ern technology and Western industry. They were created by
people sharing a common genetic history. To attempt to
make the products of the Western scientific mind abstrac
tions fit for universal application rather than for the benefit
of the creators is to poison the source. It seemed symbol ic
that the two Democratic floor managers of the pro-NAFTA
forces in Congress were a half-Mexican (and a close pal of
the Mexico City gang) and a Japanese from California.
In the American past the able people of humble origin
who were dissatisfied with their lot often headed for the
frontier. Now the frontier is gone. Money drew much of
this raw talent into its aegis, leaving the leaderless masses

to be exploited and abused. The idea was that there was
plenty of room at the top. But in one of those curious iro
nies of history, at the very time that Marxism was lOSing
most of its adherents and much of its influence, one of its
pivotal tenets was being realized: wealth of the kind that
translates to power was being concentrated into fewer and
fewer hands.
There is no longer much room at the top. On the bot
tom, economic decline provokes racial and cultural clash
es and engenders a general psycho-spiritual tension that
able and ambitious men will eventually mobilize to vault
to overt power. Genuine leader-types in times of chaos
created opportunity will not likely be satisfied with the
mere sniff of power and prestige dispensed by the CEO of
some multinational diaper company or by a smiling Wall
Street pygmy.
During the House debate a Negro congressman defend
ing NAFTA stated that, in the modern world, military pow
er had been superseded by economic power. Nowhere in
the annals of history has this state of affairs lasted for long.
The military spirit is created by the human soul in times of
great distress and conflict. This spirit wields as its mightiest
weapon the tradition of blood, honor and sacrifice. It beats
Money into submission. It controls industry for racial-state
purposes. It manages trade in the interest of political pow
er. It has always done so wherever High Cultures can be
even faintly traced, and it will do so again. Once loose in
the land it sweeps men and events along in a tidal wave.
The anti-NAFT A coalition has potential for the future:
organized labor, the mostly white and middle-class sup
porters of Perot, parts of the old liberal-left, the rnore mili
tant environmentalists, and those few (very few) profes
sional Republicans with some vestigial sense of nation and
hostility to Money's battering away at national sovereign
ty. This rather unique coalition played by the rules, but
failed to protect Americans from the ravages of NAFTA. In
the aftermath, Money not only publ icly trumpeted its vic
tory; it gloated over it. Since the emotions of the defeated
will not easily fade, elements of the coalition may come
together again, if not as a coherent political force, at least
as a catalyst to keep the social stew well-stirred, thus
greasing the skids for that historical force which will un
seat the bankers, traders, pol itical whores and assorted
swindlers who are now riding high.

American Gunfire
The gun war in this land never abates. Currently it is all
about taxes on ammunition and a national waiting period.
Governments generally wish to reserve all available fire
power for themselves. National states are founded in vio-
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lence and maintained by violence. An armed citizenry is a
permanent danger to the state and a constant threat to the
compact of protection and obedience between the state
and its subjects. By monopolizing the power of violence
within its armed forces-army and police-the state se
verely curtails the possibility of a social breach of contract.
Two factors militate against the American state having
its way on gun control: tradition, and an angry body poli
tic. The U.S. was founded mainly by individuals and by
individualistic gunmen rather than by massed armies, as is
usually the case. The second factor is now as important as
the first; in America we are experiencing a long, drawn
out Bosnia, fueled by race-and increasingly class-rather
than by religion. There are actually multiple states, various
ethnic unities, occupying the land mass misnamed the
United States. Where there are multiple states, and thus
multiple states of mind and styles of living, a weapon is
perceived as an urgent necessity. To go gunless in Bosnia
is to mark oneself as a victim. The same is true in our en
larged New World Bosnia between two oceans. The con
stant state of tension brought about by hostile multiple
states situated on one land mass creates a psychic tension

that only personal firepower can assuage.
Neither in Congress nor in the nation's editorial offices
are the basic facts ever discussed. Instead, the public de
bate focuses or. mere legal issues, on whether this or that
proposal is beneficial to law enforcement, as if anyone still
trusts the police for protection when caught in the crossfire
of never-ending ethnic warfare.
Life in much of the United States today is like a walk
through a minefield or into an ever-narrowing tunnel. Peo
ple yearn for free air and for secure areas, but there are
none. The central state itself promotes policies that fuel
multiculturalism. The state itself has effectively negated its
part of the contract-to safeguard the citizens from whom
it demands obedience.
Gun control and gun violence are mere surface issues
disguising much more basic and radical ones, such as the
ongoing spiritual dissolution of the Hapsburgian American
state. Unti I these issues are publicly discussed and acted
upon, until the legal breakup of the American state match
es the facts on the ground, it's every man-and woman
and child-for himself, armed and ready.
VIC OLVIR

A Case of Innocent Plagiarism?

When Instauration was started 18 years ago, we didn't think we would have any trouble
protecting our name. Instauration, a fairly common French word, is a fairly uncommon word in
English. The word comes from the Latin instaurare, "to renew, restore." English does not have a
verb form, but does have the noun, Instauration, \vhich means "restoration after decay, lapse or
dilapidation."
The folks at Christendom College, Fort Royal, Virginia, have used the Latin infinitive to
headline their new newsletter. So be it. There's nothing we can do about it; nothing we would
want to do. If similar names cause any confusion, Christendom College is likely to De the loser.
Instauration is becoming known-wrongly-as an anti-Christian puDlication. The last thing a
religious college would want is to be associated with such a publication. Since guilt by associa
tion is rampant in the land, it might be advisable for Christendom College to find another title
for its newsletter.
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Affirmative Insecurity
he National Security Agency is an elite government
agency which performs high tech communications
functions within the Dept. of Defense. In keeping
with its activist mentality, the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People has filed an absurd dis
crimination lawsuit against NSA. The basis for the allega
tions is the relative scarcity of blacks both within NSA and
on the promotion lists, the de facto standard being that
blacks should be hired and promoted in direct proportion
to their numbers. Ever alert to the opportunity to grovel,
the esteemed Senator Barbara Mikulski (D-MD) has joined
in the public outcry for an investigation. (Aficionados of
Maryland politics may be amused by her nickname: The
Polish lesbian. Yes, she does have a roommate, which is
why Linda Chavez kept talking about "San Francisco
Democrats" during the 1992 election.)
The low minority representation at NSA simply re
flects the fact that minorities do not major in those skills
required by any large technically oriented organization
skills such as math, computer operations or engineering.
NSA also has stringent security requirements which pre
clude hiring people with criminal records or bad habits.
Applications from black males have to be checked careful
ly, considering that over 25% of them have criminal
records.
Statistical comparisons to other government popula
tions are meaningless, given the liberal dogma that the
government is the employer of last resort. After all, how
many blacks would you expect to be teaching at Harvard
(sans affirmative action). The Government Services Admin
istration (GSA) is a black preserve while the nearby Social
Security Administration (SSA) is a jobs program for Balti
more's blacks. The ineptitude of SSA employees is legen
dary. Easily half could be fired with no discernible effect.
SSA is known locally as the Thom McAn [shoes] agency
because it has 10,000 black loafers.
The black contingent at NSA reflects the usual distri
bution. It consists of a small (very small) competent cohort
along with a much larger and quite mediocre group. The
differences at the higher grade levels are so striking as to
be embarrassing. A few executive-level blacks are almost
illiterate. Expecting blacks to function adequately in a
high-tech computer environment is a liberal delusion.
Many blacks honestly believe that work means com
ing in late, a minimum one-hour lunch, early departure,
and gabbing on the phone. No great amount of malice is
involved; working at a steady, sustainable pace for eight
hours is simply a foreign concept to them. The problem
may be some sort of attention deficiency. The proof is that
the occasional industrious black usually rises quickly

T

through the ranks. Despite the rhetoric about the blessings
of diversity, can anyone demonstrate one successful in
stance of its use as a competitive advantage?
NSA has recently made several concessions to politi
cal correctness. One-third of recruiting trips will be to his
torically black colleges. Rather than visit schools with
large engineering populations like Penn State or Rutgers,
recruiters will trek to Boogaloo U. in a quixotic quest for a
minority diamond in the rough. In addition, NSA policy
now states that one-third of future promotions will be
awarded to minorities.

Benjamin Chavis, head of the NAACP

The reaction among white NSA employees is a com
bination of apoplexy and contempt. Their perception is
that NSA has already bent over backwards to promote mi
norities and that management has tried to "make the num
bers right" to the point of instituting an explicit quota sys
tem for promotions. The situation is exacerbated by
minority members who blatantly exploit and flaunt their
privileged status. The effects on morale are already obvi
ous. A larger percentage of a smaller and more austere
promotion pool being awarded to marginal blacks will
simply intensify awareness of black deficiencies and rein
force the perception that blacks can't make it on their
own.
Are black leaders too stupid to realize the implica
tions of their actions? The NAACP is doing what the KKK
could only fantasize about: creating a new generation of
racists. Ironically white NSA employees (like most civil
servants) tend to be fairly liberal. It is bad enough to pro
voke your enemies; it is absolutely senseless to inflame
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your friends. Converts are often the most fanatical and
dedicated members of a movement, as anyone who
knows a reformed smoker can attest. Affi rmative action
will make true believers of the yuppies who have never
seen segregation and were clearly not raised as racists.
Their experience in a totally integrated and egalitarian ac
ademic world has shown them that most blacks are unre
markable. Today in many circles, including liberal ones,
the presence of blacks on campus is considered an un
spoken joke. Consequently the absence of Negroes from a
promotion list does not impress young people as ipso fac
to proof of discrimination.
Just as an anti-Semite, as Joseph Sobran has re
marked, is one whom Jews hate rather than one who hates
Jews, so a racist is one who questions affirmative action
rather than one who supports segregation. Most people to
day feel that employees should be judged simply on abili

ty and performance. But an even playing field is not
enough for the NAACP. Pledging fealty to the Equal Em
ployment Opportunity Commission is mandatory.
Tragically, competent blacks must continually prove
themselves to avoid the stigma of affirmative action. They
can be forgiven for feeling resentful. Instead of fewer,
more capable blacks, affirmative action forces a larger
number of marginal blacks on an organization and dilutes
the overall level of black performance. Fifty years ago
there were few black physicians, but nobody questioned
their qualifications. Now upon meeting a black doctor
most people will cautiously reflect, "Is this an affirmative
action doctor or a real one?" Respect cannot be legislated;
it must be earned.
Sleep well, citizens. If the NAACP prevails, your
country will be defended by the people who sell you
stamps.
WATCHMAN

The sad and farcical behavior of Reginald Denny

Nouveau Victim
As the tendentiousness of the Regi
nald Denny case slowly fades from mem
ory, its nihilistic legacy endures. If pos
sessed with even the most basic intelli
gence and understanding of the facts, one
should be able to see that "mob rule" has
taken over the justice system in California
courts. By now everyone has read or
viewed on television the blow-by-blow
coverage of both the Denny and Rodney
King trials. Most Americans have watched
in disbelief the systematic dismantling of
our legal system's fairness and due pro
cess, only to be replaced by a disgusting
form of political appeasement. The results
are a nightmarish scene whereby the po
lice are rounded up and imprisoned for
enforcing the law, while common crimi
nals are spared appropriate punishment
for their lawlessness. More disgusting is
the docile and phlegmatic public that ac
cepts this rank injustice with increasing
regularity.
The opprobrious outcome of these
two trials has demonstrated that the black
race is acquiring a status herewfore re
served for Jews-the "victimization" stat
us which allows freedom from prosecu
tion, criticism and accountability. This
woeful state of affairs should draw atten
tion to the apocalyptic consequences
which, if not curbed, will surely be
brought to bear on the white race.
What everyone seems to be unable to
understand is Reginald Denny's attitude
PACE 12-INSTAURATION-FEBRUARY 1994

concerning his near demise at the hands
of the black throwbacks. Watching his
sickening and incredible courtroom per
formance-hugging the thugs' relatives
and his reconciliatory blubberings-was
like viewing a typical Hollywood race
mixing film. At one point Denny proceed
ed to make the incredible statement that
he was "relieved" by the verdicts and ac
tually went so far as to state that he
thought one of his attackers should "go
free!" How the homeboys must be laugh
ing at this feeble white "chump."
Denny, in case he doesn't know it, is
just plain lucky to be alive. His attitude in
court however, should not be construed
as a simple gesture of Christian charity or
some warped "we are all brothers" no
tion. His actions speak more of a man
with a death wish. Still, one has to won
der what could possibly have been going
through his head as his attackers were
pummeling him to near extinction. Is the
damage to his brain responsible for his in
comprehensible courtroom mouthings? Is
he just another goofy California liberal
who ha; had too much multiculturalism
jammed down his throat by media ideo
logues? Worse still, could he be the fa
bled "dark abyss/' which provides us
with a glimpse of the dismal future that
awaits us all?
Reginald Denny may be the stereo
type of the emerging "acquiescent" white,
the nouveau victim, the man who hates

himself so bitterly that he feels death is
too good for him. The black prosecution
team couldn't have wished for a better
victim. Denny's insufferable "goodwill"
actually gave an air of legitimacy to an
outrageously unjust series of verdicts
which, based on the seriousness of the
crimes committed, resulted in punish
ments for the two blacks that were no
more than legal slaps on the wrist.
P.T. Barnum's revelation, "Thereis a
sucker born every minute," has never been
more relevant. No self-respecting individ
ual, regardless of his religion or politics,
would sit by and calmly allow such an
execrable trial to free one of the bestial
white haters and barely punish the other.
Larry King, one of the many culture
vultures sympathetic to the defendants,
egregiously insinuated, as only Larry can,
that the verdicts were "appropriate," giv
en the "frustration" of Los Angeles blacks.
One apologetic editorialist stated that pre
meditated murder wasn't possible in the
minds of the two black thugs because,
"There wasn't a second brick thrown!"
The press, of course, dutifully fell in line,
as it played down the obvious racist mo
tives of the assailants.
Looking at it from Denny's point of
view, maybe it's too bad he wasn't killed.
After all, what better way to turn the olher
cheek than sitting next to the Creator.
JOHN AN DREW MASON

Think Twice About That Third World Vacation
So much has been made of the horrif
ic spread of AIDS in the Third World it's
understandable that some folks may have
come away with the impression that the
common, old-timey tropical maladies
malaria, leishmaniasis, African trypanoso
miasis, Chagas' disease, schistosomiasis,
lymphatic filariasis, onchocerciasis and
leprosy-have been conquered. Brother,
perish the thought. All told, roughly 500
million diseased souls live out their
dreckish Third World lives infected with
such viruses and bugs. Out of a total pop
ulation of 1.6 billion scattered through
121 tropical countries, nearly one in three
is afflicted. Each year other diseases than
AIDS kill almost 2 million. The survivors
go about their grotesque lives suffering

the crippling effects of anemia, blindness,
brain damage and gross physical deformi
ties. In the developed nations, drugs and
insecticides treat and control these scourges.
In the Third World they're allowed to mul
tiply for reasons that inspire endless argu
ment among development econom ists.
Basically, two schools of thought slug
it out. The first, heard most often in and
about the World Bank and other quasi
academic institutions, focuses on an inad
equate technical infrastructure. "If we can
only shift the assistance delivery mecha
nism from 'horizontal' to 'vertical,' we'll
achieve wonders," goes the line. The oth
er school, which has a more racialist ap
proach, might as well be called "Instaura
tionist," because it looks into the very

souls of the people involved. "He who
can help himself, will" goes the line.
"Those who don't, can't." But whether it's
the ying or the yang of the argument
that's true, one thing is for certain: many
Third World resources available for
spending on medical care are currently
being wasted on the nations' military es
tablishment. As a percentage of GNP,
Third World governments spend a third
more on arms than the industrialized
West-16% vs. 12%.
Will somebody please tell Hillary
Billy Clinton about this? Meanwhile, In
staurationists taking that spring cruise to
the Caribbean better be careful whom
they cozy up to.
220

What About Those Jewish Schindlers?
What interested me about the film

Schindler/s Ust/ Steven Spielberg'S Christ
mas holiday offering, was the way it em
phasized, not the moral courage dis
played by Herr Schindler in his rescue of
all those Jews from Nazi Sturm und
Orang, but an unflattering expose of the
man's obsessive materialism, his "what's
in it for me" syndrome. With one or two
twists of the ethical knife, Spielberg made
Schindler-the-swindler, a man whose eve
ry action reeks of egotism, into Schindler
the-savior.
We watch Schindler join the Nazi
Party solely for personal gain. We watch
him treat the Jewish workers in his Polish
factory as little better than slaves.
The film director's transmogrification
of Schindler strips his deeds of any hu
man (moral) value. For if Schindler is real
ly such a foul fellow, then it must have
been a kind of beatific vision from the
Deity Himself that inspired him to save
all those Jews from Himmler's meat grind
er. It's a clever way of denying Schindler
his due, but a little too clever.
Oddly enough, this writer once knew
the daughter of a man who could have
been a "Jewish" Schindler, if he had
cared enough for his people. He was a
wealthy Dresden textile manufacturer
whose mills back in the 1920s and the
early 1930s employed large numbers of
Jews and non-Jews at virtually starvation
wages. With his Reichmark profits trans

lated into bags of gold and heaps of pre
cious stones, he managed to catch what

Spielberg in the years before he was a "genius."

was practically the last train out of Nazi
Germany, landing at the prettified seaside
resort city of Punte del Este, Uruguay,
with only his wife and daughter in tow.
Left behind were hundreds of relatives
and hundreds of Jewish and non-Jewish
employees, many of whom failed to sur
viveWWII.
Daughter Beth, who worked for the
Inter-American Development Bank in
Washington (DC), lived in the same apart

ment house I did for five years in the ear
ly 1970s. We became fast friends. Beth no
more liked German Nazis than does
Spielberg. Her outlook, however, had
been softened by a childhood spent in the
balmy climes of South America. Extensive
travel (and perhaps a bit of genetic inheri
tance thrown in) gave Beth an uncanny
understanding of people which she gener
ously shared with me, in her strange mix
ture of German and Spanish, over endless
coffees.
We drifted apart on the matter of Is
rael, Beth having become a habitue of a
social set heavily infested with agents of
Israeli intelligence. The two worlds, I con
cluded, couldn't have been further apart.
Eventually marrying a non-Jew, Beth of
ten visited her parents in Uruguay, who
by then were deep in their eighties.
Post-WWII Latin America became a
home to an entire world of Jewish refu
gees, who escaped with sufficient gelt to
finance generations of indolence. Their
leave-taking from Germany, however,
seems to have been as devoid of moral fi
ber as were some of Schindler's actions.
Spielberg's cinematic effort at denigrating
Schindler should have a sequel examin
ing all those Jewish immoralists found in
Latin America, folks whose abandonment
of their people had the stink of a barn
yard. Wonder if Steve's up to that? Some
how, I think not.
IVAN HILD
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More About Schindler
Never forgive, never forget and never
stop filming. Schindler's List is the latest
in the unending series of movie and TV
shows about a happening in Europe a my
riad of moons ago that involved Germans
and Jews, not Americans. The Holocaust,
by the way, is the one historical event
that cannot be debated in any Western
country. In Europe anyone who even tries
to debate it is denominated an anti
Semite and could end up behind bars.
Instauration has always been skeptical
about the Holocaust, not only because it
has now become a quasi-crime to ques
tion it, but because of its price tag. At
least $150 billion in private and public
funds, chiefly from the U.S. and Germa
ny, have been poured into the coffers of
Israel and into the pockets of hundreds of
thousands of soi-disant "survivors." And
there is no end to this huge payoff in
sight. An oleaginous outfit called Chil
dren of the Holocaust is already gearing
up for second-generation reparations.
Putting all the tribute and all the hype
aside, however, if an honest debate about
the Holocaust was held and if all the facts
and evidence buttressed the argument of
the pro-Holocaust advocates, Instauration
would join the Six Million true believers.
The politically correct stricture against
bad-mouthing the Holocaust also applies
to Steven Spielberg's film. Practically all
the critics swooned. Only one or two of
the Chosen dared to strike a negative
note. Frank Rich of the N.Y. Times de
scribed the film as a 3-hour propaganda
piece. He even went so far as to say that
the #1 Nazi villain, played by British ac
tor Ralph Fiennes, actually ran away with
the picture, because most of the other
characters were two-dimensional. Always
in there pitching for Jewish money and
Jewish votes, Clinton "implored everyone
to go see the film."
Schindler's List was as much a cele
bration of Spielberg's Jewishness as it was
of the story of a hard-hearted German en
trepreneur miraculously metamorphosing
into a soft-hearted savior of l,OOO-plus
Jews. The film might also have been
Spielberg's way of getting even with a
couple of old schoolmates who, he
claims, twice bloodied his nose because
he was a Jew.
Spielberg has three children, one a
full-blooded Chosenite by his Jewish ex
wife, Amy Irving, and two half-Semitic
kids by Kate Capshaw, a Gentile who
converted to Judaism at her husband's
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urging. In other words, despite all his tri
bal protestations, Spielberg gave his Jew
ish spouse the gate and married a non
Jew, not exactly the kind of marital be
havior that delights rabbis. For good
measure and to demonstrate their impas
sioned ecumenicalism, the Spielbergs have
adopted a five-year-old black.
Suppose one fine day the Holocaust
might-just might-prove to be a Jewish
fairy tale? What then would all those mo
vie folk do with the mega-reels of outdat
ed cinematic claptrap? Meanwhile, when
will Spielberg and all the Spielberg clones
get around to making some pictures
about Stalin, who killed five or ten times
as many Russians as Germans killed
Jews? Or will the ratio that one dead Jew
equals a dozen dead non-Jews hold forev
er in Tinseltown?

it for a tour of a Jewish cemetery. It's
amazing that on such a tight schedule he
found time to mourn a bunch of extinct
foreign Chosenites.
Generally when a person decks him
self out in the religious garb of another
faith, it can be interpreted as a gesture of
courtesy, though cynics might say that in
the case of a yarmulke it's an act of rever
ence, not to the Jewish religion, but to the
high-octane Jewish money that fuels Demo
cratic political campaigns.

Still More About Schindler
Before launching into his fawningly
predictable review of Schindler's List,
Gene Siskel, the c10utful Jewish movie
critic whose hugely overweight partner,
Roger Ebert, is married to a black, lament
ed over a recent poll that indicated one in
three Americans believe it's possible the
Holocaust never happened.
To revisionists it's a cause for exhilar
ation not lamentation. After more than
400 feature films, countless docudramas,
thousands of TV programs, novels, news
paper and magazine articles and radio
shows, a "Remembrance VVeek" each
April, a national and several local mu
seums, the wholesale insistence on the
absolute authenticity of history's pivotal
"event" by clergymen and politicians
across the religious and political spec
trum ...after all this, we may venture the
opinion that the Chosen are at long last
beginning to overplay their hand. Mr. &
Mrs. Joe Sixpack (and perhaps Mr. & Ms.
Ted Egghead) may slowly be rebelling
and begrudging starting to think for them
selves. Spielberg's film may have uninten
tionally assisted Holocaust revisionism;
"The Lady Doth Protest Too Much" syn
drome may finally be sinking in. Fellow
Instaurationists take heart. The day of
reckoning may be sooner rather than later.
CANADIAN SUBSCRIBER

Forget Clinton's Peccadilloes
CI inton's favorite hat seems to be a
Jewish yarmulke. He wears it so often that
he must carry one in his pocket. On his
recent jaunt to Europe almost the moment
he arrived in Czechoslovakia he donned

Praying to Yahweh for campaign funds?

All the yarmulkes in the world, how
ever, haven't saved Clinton from some
embarrassing media attacks on his Don
Juanish behavior towards almost any fe
male that comes within his purview. Ar
kansawyers in the know believe that in
the number of beddings he is up there
with such historical figures as Julius Cae
sar, Henry VIII and Napoleon. In state
craft, on the other hand, he ranks with
Michael Dukakis, Idi Amin and Henry
Kissinger.
As far as can be ascertained, Hillary
has not been photographed with a yar
mulke pinned to her routinely blondined
locks. Surely she wouldn't object to the
"honor." But it may be that Jews restrict
their skullcaps to male skulls.
Some naive Majority members won
der why the media is going after Clinton,
who has often been the political icon of
the press corps, especially during his
splendiferous, semi-roya" wintry progress
from Brussels to Moscow to Geneva.
The so-called impact media don't particu
larly like to run bimbo stories, but when
they are continuously blown LIp by their
poor cousins, the low-circulation right
wing newspapers and newsletters, the me
dia giants have to jump aboard. (Though
they haven't yet reached the point where
they attribute Vincent Foster's death to
Hillary breaking off their rumored ten
year love affair.)

To Instauration all the hoopla for and
against Clinton signifies nothing. So what
if he has a bad case of satyriasis and is
every lady's man? So what if Hillary
fought to keep open a crooked S&L until
it collapsed, at a cost to the U.S. Treasury
of $50 million? Almost every professional
politician in the same circumstances would
do the same. Clinton's real crime, howev
er, is none of the above. His real crime,
once he was established in the White
House, has been to devote his relatively
high I.Q. not only to the decline and fall
of his country, but also to the decline and
fall of his race.
Forget Clinton's Romeo of the Ozarks
antics. But don't forget he's one of the
shrewdest race traitors to come down the
pike since FDR. In a way, he's a second
Ted Kennedy, except that Slick Willie has
brains and, unlike stumblebum Fat Face,
knows very well what he's doing. If he
knew French, Clinton's favorite aphorism
would have to be Louis XV's Apres moi Ie

Bank scandal in 1992, is vice chairman
and for his part-time duties is paid
$150,000 a year. Just before Empower
America came into being, Weber signed
on as a director of Department 56 Inc., a
Forstmann-controlled manufacturer of por
celain figurines. He has the option to buy
as many at 30,000 shares of the company
at $3.30 per. (The stock was selling at
$27.75 in early January). lilt was very gen
erous" of Forstmann, Weber concedes.
Bennett and Kemp, who receive "sala
ries" from EP in the same range as Weber,
are also on the payroll of the Heritage
Foundation. Bennett banked $89,000 in
1992 for his role as a Distinguished Schol
ar. Heritage chieftain Edwin Feulner, mar
ried to a Jewess, "earned" $360,000 in
pay and bonuses.

deluge.

Charity Doesn't Begin at Home
In the District of Columbia, one out of
67 women of child-bearing age is AIDS
infected. That's 10 times the national av
erage. The rate for D.C. prostitutes is so
high it's almost inconceivable that half a
hundred of the city's "leading ladies" find
their date cards filled each night by sub
urban Johns cruising the 14th Street "cor
ridor," a main artery out to the lush Mont
gomery County (MD) suburbs and a
launching pad for the invasion of AIDS
into the heterosexual world. In D.C. not
only AIDS but abandonment of AIDS
infected children has become too great a
financial burden for the District's welfare
system. Caring for these thousands of
tragic kids (and their crack-addicted sib
lings) has devolved to religious charities
funded mostly by people in the white
suburbs. Yet, it's D.C. blacks who claim
credit for expressing their "soul-caring"
for such examples of "soul-culture."

Hedging His Bets
Leveraged buyout artist Theodore
Forstmann, long-time chum and racial
cousin of Ivan Boesky, is the big money
behind three Republicans most favored to
give Clinton a run for his money in 1996.
GOP moneymen will see to it that Bucha
nan does not get the nomination.
Forstmann is the founding chairman
of the new neocon advocacy group, Em
power America, that boasts an expensive
office suite just blocks from the White
House. William Bennett and Jack Kemp
decorate its board. Former Minnesota
Rep. Vin Weber, derailed by the House

ish parents to Italian-controlled Yugosla
via, on to Northern Italy and then south
to Calabria. His family was allegedly "lib
erated" by members of the British 8th
Army's Palestine brigade (composed of
Chosenites).
The Hochwalds finally made it to Os
wego (NY), thanks to a refugee applica
tion endorsed by FDR's Interior Secretary
Harold Ickes. After the war, the Hoch
walds moved to East Harlem. In 1951
they became the Hardings, inspired by
the David Harding/ Counterspy radio
thriller of that era.
HardingiHochwald is credited with
playing a crucial role in Giuliani's victory
over incumbent blackamoor David Din
kins. He fixed it so that the Republican
candidate could also run on the Liberal
Party line, enabling Zoo Cityites who would
never vote Republican to vote for Giuliani.
Rudi's backers have learned that if
you want to land a plum job, you'd best
get your resume to Mr. H., not the May
or's transition-team office.
When he's not huddling with His
Honor, the 2S0-pound-plus power broker
advises his top client, the government of
Croatia. As Harding modestly says, "if af
ter all these years I'm at the state where peo
ple value my political advice, I'm happy."

Unlike Likenesses
Ever notice how the pol ice drawings of
Kemp is one of Forstmann's gofers

Aside from Forstmann, EP is milking
the goats through direct-mail appeals di
rected by a Virginia company, Response
Dynamics Inc. A past RDI project was
II Americans For Bush," which hatched the
famous Willie Horton TV ads. The huck
sters expect to raise at least $3 million
this year to advance Kemp and Bennett's
"conservative" agenda.
Forstmann, having recently turned over
chairmanship of EP to Malcolm S. Forbes
Jr., is now schmoozing with Republican
Senate chief Bob Dole, to whose private
foundation he recently mailed a $50,000
check. Jude Wanniski, a former Wall
Street Journal editorial writer, champion
of "supply side" economics and long-time
associate of Forstmann, has been as
signed to tutor the Kansas Senator, who
has been known to criticize "supply side"
economics and aid to Israel.

wanted criminals generally make the crooks
look much better than they are in the
flesh? The police concept of the murderer
of Polly Klaas, Richard Davis, who is ob
viously part Indian or Hispanic, gave him
a distinguished mien. Police drawings of
Negro criminals on the lam generally
make them look all or part white, as if it
is offensive to show their true skin color.

The police drawing of Davis

Mover & Shaker
The man pulling the strings of Ru
dolph Giuliani, the newly elected mayor
of New York City, is Raymond B. Hard
ing, who, as Branko Hochwald, was born
58 years ago in a village in Croatia. In
1941 young Branko was taken by his Jew

The real Richard Davis
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Chart Buster
As predicted, accused murderer and
rap star Calvin Broadus, a.k.a. Snoop
Doggy Dogg, has one of the hottest rec
ord albums in history, with more than
800,000 copies of Doggy Style sold in its
first week. Last summer, the Long Beach
(CA) native was at the wheel of his Jeep
when his bodyguard shot and killed Phil
lip Woldemariam, someone Broadus didn't
happen to like.
The hit song on the album, What's My
Name?, has the skinny Congoid rapping:

and a prostitute, is now a $100,OOO-a
year professor at Wake Forest, where she
seldom shows up for class.

rolling with my bitch
that's where you might find me,
she want the g with the biggest d***,
and who's that? He is I and I am he

Mr. Broadus/Dogg is out strolling the
streets after posting a $l-million bail bond.

Queer U.
Yale has funneled $250,000 into a
Lesbian and Gay Studies program with
endowed professorships and visiting schol
ars. One thousand of Yale's 10,000 stu
dents attend the biannual dance that cli
maxes Gay and Lesbian Awareness Days.
A publication, My Tongue, replete with hard
core photos of homosexual contortions,
has been distributed throughout the cam
pus. One hundred copies were displayed
for two weeks outside the office of Gradu
ate School Dean Richard Levin, with the
Jewish educator's assent. Soon afterward
Levin was installed as Yale'~ 22nd presi
dent and Judith Rodin, the originator of the
Lesbian and Gay Studies program, was in
stalled as president of the University of
Pennsylvania. Since Harvard, Princetown and
Yale have Jewish presidents, are there any
major universities left still in the hands of
WASPs, whose forebears founded these
once great institutions of higher learning?

Plagiarist Poetess
She read a rather overwrought poem
at Clinton's inauguration, for which she
was widely hailed in the media, not just
for her poetry but for her blackness. It
wasn't known at the time that Maya An
gelou was a skilled plagiarist on the order
of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. A Southern
white lawyer, Norton F. Tennille Jr., wrote
to Ms. Angelou that his 1985 poem which
began, "Rock, rope, river, hands. .
strangely resembled Maya's poem, which
began, "a rock, a river, a tree, , , " Even
curiouser, both poems were structured
throughout with those images. Angelou,
who confesses she was once a madam
,/I
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A collection of Picasso's paintings
and drawings recently sold for $32 mil
lion at a Sotheby auction in Zoo City.
The above black and white crayon self
portrait of the artist brought $475,000.
The people who buy such doodles are as
responsible as the doodlers themselves
for making a mockery of Western art.

Passing for Nonwhite
Mark Imburgia, 30, a Chicago fire
fighter, who always passed as a Hispanic,
was promoted to lieutenant, a promotion
only available to minorityites. Imburgia
had sworn his maternal grandmother was
born in Argentina, a claim disputed by
lhe Latino Firefighters Assn., whose suspi
cious researchers said grandma was born
in Illinois, as was his mother. When the
Latino group finally made its point, Im
burgia was promptly demoted. Since he is
no longer a Hispanic, just what is he? The
city fathers now classify him as a white.
But what kind of a white? Imburgia is not
exactly a Northern European name. At
any rate, a more authentic Hispanic quick
ly and quota-ishly filled the lieutenancy
vacated by the less authentic Hispanic. In
the old days m inorityites who had the re
quired physical delineations tried to pass
for Majority members. As the Imburgia
imbroglio shows, it may not be long be
fore Majority members in search of a job
try to pass for minorityites.

White Wiggers
It had to come. Genes are pretty pow
erful things, but they have difficulty stand
ing up to the all-pervasive, round-the
clock, minority-oriented drumbeat which
goes on in the nation's classrooms and ir
radiates 24 hours a day from the winking
blue tube. Take the matter of talking, act
ing and "wearing" black. Everything to do

with Negroes has been praised so repeat
edly and so sedulously in the media and
in the school yard that some white kids
are beginning to think it's cool to talk, act
and dress like blacks. In one Nashville
high school, where the whites call them
selves "wiggers," the boys often wear
shorts 15 sizes too large and shave their
hair down to the scalp to achieve what is
called a "butt-fade." The white girls braid
their hair a la Whoopi Goldberg, wear
baggy "boiler-suits" with one shoulder
strap hanging loose and padding in the
seat. Some of the blackwashed kids will
only date blacks. Oprah Winfrey did a
show on this dysgenic topic last year.
Blacks have mixed feelings about the wig
gers. Some say the name comes too close
to what one black columnist, Dwight
Lewis, describes as lithe worst racial slur
in the history of the English language."
But a ray or two of hope still gleams.
White girls in a rural high school in India
na who act and dress too black have
been jeered and harassed by their male
classmates. Four female copycats of Ne
gro fashions couldn't take it and quit, at
least temporarily. Five of their white male
critics have been suspended. Apparently
some young white males still retain a few
of the instincts needed to keep a high civ
ilization from sinking into a low one.

Forbidden Words
Considering that the publisher of the
Los Angeles Times is David Laventhol,
soon to be replaced by Richard T. Schlos
berg III, considering that the chairman of
Times Mirror, the parent company of the
L.A. Times, is Robert Erburu, considering
all the other minority types that infest the
upper reaches of the West Coast's leading
newspaper, it could almost be predicted
that sooner or later the Times would as
semble a committee of inquisitors to for
mally proscribe various "offensive" terms
that heretofore slipped out of the word
processors of its reporters and rewrite
men. Here's a brief sampling of some
words that will no longer be allowed to
offend the eyes of Times' readers. Dutch
treat, mailman, babe, biddy, bra-burner,
divorcee, Eskimos, gal, ghetto, gypped,
Hispanic, Indian, inner city, lame, pow
wow, queer, welsher, lewess.

Christmas Postmortems
It's not just adult Jews who can't stand
to hear the first syllable in Christmas and
can't stand the sight of Santa Claus. It's
Jewish teens like 13-year-old Tiffany
Tropp, an eighth grader at a high school
in Concord (NH). Tiffany (now there's a
good old Jewish moniker) was deeply

offended by all the caroling and by the
Christmas decorations in the school cafe
teria. Principal Pam Melanson half surren
dered. She agreed to take down the Merry
Christmas signs, but not the Santa Claus
cutouts. The students took out their re
sentment on Tiffany by parading through
the school hallways wearing Santa Claus
hats while singing Silent Night. Whereup
on Tiffany again complained saying that
the lyrics of Silent Night disturbed her
greatly because of their religious allusions.
It's the old story. They have the power
to take away or dilute our holidays, while
forcing on us such alien holidays as King
Day. It's a culture war which we continue
to lose, a prime reason being that we are
not allowed to identify the enemy.
As for the Jewish holiday, Chanukah
or Hanukkah Uews still haven't decided
how to spell it), it's a minor holiday
pumped up in recent decades to compete
with Christmas. A children's book, Cha

nukah with Bina, Benny and Chaggai
Hayonah, by Yaffa Ganz contains this re
vealing dialogue:

Bina: Just because the Jewish people
are compared to olive oil doesn't mean
that you have to get fat!
Benny: Why are we compared to
olive oil?
Bina: Because olive oil doesn't mix
with any other liquid; it always rises to
the top. And the Jewish people weren't
made to mix with the other nations; they
always rise to the top too!
Jewish boys and girls are inspired with
supremacist thoughts at the very time
Jewish teachers are instructing Gentile
students that racism is a sin.

Pitching for Pollard
A lot of dirty water has passed under
the bridge since the Rosenbergs, the Jew
ish spy couple, were given mortal jolts in
the Sing Sing hotseat. Ever since, a cam
paign has been underway to win a grave
side pardon for them, on the groundless
assumption that they were framed. As to
clemency for the newest and latest Jewish
spy, Jonathan Pollard, who unlike the Ro
senbergs spied for Israel not Stalin, the
lobbying intensifies with every passing
hour. High muckety-mucks in the Justice
Dept., such as Mark M. Richard, the Jew
ish Deputy Attorney General, want to com
mute Pollard's life sentence to 20 years.
Israeli Prime Minister Rabin is less subtle.
He asked (told) Clinton to free Pollard,
who was given $45,000 for his original
espionage work and is still on the Israeli
payroll at $5,000 a month while in his
American jail. If that isn't enough, he has
a $300,000 government trust fund await

ing him upon his triumphant return to the
Holy Land. Shyster Alan Dershowitz is
another prominent member of the "Let
Pollard Go Club," along with Leonard
Garment, one of Nixon's court Jews, and
Abe Foxman, bossman of the ADL. Fox
man's pleading is somewhat self-serving
since he runs his own spy agency.

Black Blackmailer
Deacon Alexander, self-styled head of
the Los Angeles Unemployed Council,
makes a living by threatening to shut
down area construction projects if more
of his followers are not given jobs. The
Council is one of a half-dozen "Black Em
powerment" groups in Los Angeles look
ing for more building and rebuilding
bucks to go into black pockets.
Last summer Alexander showed up
with 150 people at a housing project be
ing built by Alpha Construction Co. With
in an hour his crew had shut down the
site. Further work was held up for a week
until Alpha agreed to appoint Alexander
as a "labor broker" and hire all unskilled
workers through him. At that one project,
Alpha currently employs three of Alexan
der's goons at $23 an hour and a fourth at
a salary of $300 a week. Other members
of Alexander's gang show up at least
once a week at various construction pro
jects, which they have been known to
shut down just to "flex their muscles."

Alpha superintendent Jon Crank com
plained that Alexander has "reneged on
every deal he has made. He's lied. He's
cheated. I've lost all respect for him."
An official of the Concerned Citizens
of South Central, a black nonprofit group
developing low-income housing, said Al
exander brags that his people are drug
dealers, gang members, pimps, ex-cons,
homeless bums-"people who rob you,
who drive by and shoot one another."

Monkey Shines
A man dressed in a gorilla suit crash
ed a town council meeting in Teaneck
(NJ), shuffled up to Mel Henderson, the
only black member, and presented him
with a bunch of bananas and a stuffed toy
monkey. The hullabaloo was heard all
over north New Joisey. Dan Koenigsberg,
a mortgage broker, who allegedly hired
the gorilla impersonator, was charged with
felony harassment. (What do we have
here? A widening of the Negro-Jewish
rift?)
Another version of a "gorillagram"
emanated from the mouth of Senator Er
nest Hollings (D-SC), who in the midst of
discussing the travel habits of African dip
lomats and their preference for Switzer
land, declaimed, "[T] hese potentates from
down in Africa, you know, rather than
eating each other up, they'd just come up
and get a good square meal in Geneva."

Race Talk
When accused of racism, I smile genially and say:

Of course I'm a racist. Aren't you? ... You're not? You should be. The same na
ture that bids us put our families first bids us put our race first. If there are two races
occupying the same niche, space or territory and one is racist and the other not ra
cist, the former will quickly displace the latter. If two families are competing for the
same niche, the one which discriminates in favor of its own will quickly displace
the non-discriminating family. For a similar reason, feminism is futile. Non-feminist
groups will always out-reproduce feminist groups. That's exactly what we are seeing
today. The white race, so anti-racist, so feminist, is quickly being replaced by races
which are racist and sexist.
If by "racism" you mean not simple preference for your own kind, which is natu
ral, but hatred and ill will towards others, then contemporary whites are its victims.
American jews preach equality and racial integration everywhere except in Israel,
where they support a military racism hardly to be distinguished from Nazism. Ne
groes openly preach hatred against "the man," which led to the South L.A riots and
the Long Island Railroad mini-massacres.
If by "racism" you mean the practice of invidious discrimination in grading, hir
ing and promotion, again it is invariably white folks these days who are the victims.
If by "racism" you mean not a disposition of the heart, but a scientific doctrine
which holds the races to be unequal, I think the "racists" have pretty well won that
argument. The "racists" in academia, such as Arthur jemen, have had the last word
on the question of the relative intelligence of the races and on the question of the
heritability of intelligence.
This repartee has never failed me; it's ironclad.

HOUSTON SOLUTION
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Looking Up Something? Older Is Better
Instauration's coverage of the Jewish takeover of Bartlett's
Familiar Quotations (Dec. 1993) was well done. The same phe
nomenon extends to other reference classics from the Encyclo
paedia Britannica to Merriam-Webster's New Collegiate Diction
ary, the world's most widely used English lexicon. The latter
defines "holocaust" as lithe mass slaughter of European civilians
and esp. Jews by the Nazis during WW 11." The same entry states
that the word derives from the Latin and Greek. One small cor
rection, John Bartlett (1820-1905) was an American from Massa
chusetts, not an Englishman. He owned a bookstore in Cam
bridge (MA) and later became a partner in Little Brown & Co.,
which still pUblishes revised editions of his opus.
Many classic reference works published before 1960 are still
ava i lable in used bookstores. They don't cover events of the past
30 years or so, but what they do cover and the citations they pro
vide reflect a pro-Majority sentiment. The same is true all across
the literary board, from children's literature without interracial
playmates to adult fiction and to nonfiction. The works are infor
mative, entertaining and a worthy substitute for the contempo
rary anti-Majority media.
When it comes to the question of acquiring reference media
for Majority households, older is definitely better. Those who de
sire to stay in touch with the present have a narrow choice. They
must rely on Instauration and the few other pro-Majority publica
tions which tell it like it is.
103

Lay Off the Armenians
I am disturbed by the unflattering remarks that have been
printed in Instauration regarding Armenians. Having had the
good fortune to have several Armenian friends, I've been im
pressed by their character and intelligence. My acquaintances
are all in the professions. They are noted not for avarice, but for
altruism in their relationships with clients and colleagues. In ap
pearance they are indistinguishable from most whites. Perhaps
Armenians are skilled in trade, but that is no vice. Indeed more
of us should have such skills. Despite dispersal and genocide,
the Armenian people have endured. This is another skill not to
be scorned.
I urge Instauration to cease future attacks on Armenians. The
white race includes many nationalities. United we will stand.
Disunited we won't.
144

Lay Off the Welsh
Ivan Hild's article (Nov. 1993) left much to be desired. Please
inform this gentleman that we Welsh Americans do not take
kindly to his ethnic sneers. Although whites-all whites-are
supposed to stick together for the common cause, along comes
Mr. Hild who proceeds to put the knock on Wales (of all coun
tries!), Poland and Italy. In days gorw by my initial reaction
would have been okay, go ahead and flick your barbs at the Ital
ians if you must. After all, they brought the Mafia to these
shores--the same outfit which has long been in cahoots with the
Jews, enriching our culture with such boons as hardcore porn.
Knock the Poles too, if you wish, although this is asinine since
they possess many priceless Northern Emopean genes, a fact to
which any moron with eyes can attest.
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Today, however, I no longer shrug when groups like these are
slighted. They are with us in the common struggle and should be
treated with the respect they deserve. But over and above all this
I have to make one strident demand: don't stick up your (presum
ably) Teutonic nostrils when you pass a Welshman. We're as
Northern European as any of you and deeply resent the shanty
town label you seemingly want to tag us with. Contrary to popu
lar opinion, Wales is not-nor has it ever been-a slag heap. It's
a beautiful little Celtic land with an ancient and proud history, as
well as a unique culture. I might add that 18 of the 56 signatories
of the Declaration of Independence were of direct Welsh de
scent! My own ancestors, who rooted around in the ground like
moles to provide the English with coal, came to this country in
the mid-19th century and dug the stuff out of Kentucky seams,
practically with their fingernails. That coal kept a lot of WASP
and Dutch backsides warm during the harsh Yankee winters. Let
me end by quoting what a ghost once said to Ebenezer Scrooge
and I say to Ivan Hild, "Forbear that wicked cantil-until you know
what you're talking about.
WELSH-AND BLOODY WELL PROUD OF IT!

Fred's Less Furious
Furious Fred did much better in December than in previous is
sues. Since I criticized him then, I would like to commend him
now. The style this time was just as lively but less pretentious.
More substance and fewer frills reflect a lot of hard thinking. I do
not believe, however, that all the different groups he names are
conspiring, either consciously or unconsciously, to drag humani
ty down to the level of the lowest common denominator. The
bulk of humanity has always shuffled along at or near that level,
needing no dragging down because it was already there. In all
ages and in all countries it is only lithe happy few" (Stendhal's
phrase) who manage to ascend.
953

Anti-Feminist Feminist Holds Forth
noticed the subscriber complaining in the December issue
about the use of "man" vs. "human." "Man," I agree, was fine as
a general term. In my further comments I hope I didn't come off
as a raging feminist. More often than not I have managed to en
rage local feminists with my criticisms of their petty institutional
solutions, blind socialism, reverse sexism and anti-family man
hating viciousness. I'm a race-conscious, family-oriented individ
ualist I guess. I'm not a Moral Majority type. I acknowledge bio
logical differences which must necessarily create different roles
for the sexes in society, especially in the military. Men have eve
ry damned right to want fellow soldiers to be up to snuff physi
cally and strong enough to do everything that every other soldier
can do.
I hate seeing women drop their kids off at day-care centers and
abandon them to the public schools. I'd never do thal to mine. I
don't agree that standards of any kind should be lowered simply
to let more "diversity" in, though I generally find some kinds of
diversity entertaining, as it makes for good company. Too many
of the racially conscious men I meet are real meatheads (army
types, Christian crusaders, fraternity beerhounds, biker gang
types, punk-skinheads). They really do seem to resent intelligent
women. One insecure fraternity type guy in college used to

roughly shove me or my desk on his way out of the classroom if
I'd volunteered too many answers that day. Heck, I'd probably
have laughed at his snail trail jokes. What was his problem?
These Texe Marrs types are creepy. They see conniving women
lurking behind every aspect of school politics. C'mon, we're not
all out to getcha.
Women love to criticize Nazi Germany, but I always point
out that Hanna Reitsch was the Third Reich's preeminent test pi
lot. Why does Gaddafi have a female garde du corps? Why are
female terrorists considered more dangerous? Why was the FBI
order of the day, according to Bo Gritz, "Take Vicki alit first"?
The maternal impulse is a powerful thing, a binding force, espe
cially when extended to the protection of a more general and
metaphorical family-the race. Why do women abandon their
children to the state? Labor-saving devices moved them into the
workforce, it's true, but somewhere along the line, the accultura
tion of our children became relegated to a menial and unimpor
tant status. It may be suicide for our people.
Minnie

The Editor Shouldn't Stop Editing
Wilmot Robertson does seem to edit everything he gets ahold
of. This is certainly true of my articles. I would say a third of the
time his changes are an improvement, a third the opposite, and a
third of no consequence. Once he slipped in a gratuitous insult
to jews in an article that had nothing to do with them. The result
was that I couldn't send a xerox of the article to certain parties.
On the other hand, he toned down my rejection of the Holocaust
to just raising doubts. This was a nice assist.
The great H.L. Mencken did the same thing when editing the
American Mercury. Menckenisms, like "rumble bumble" instead
of "mumbo jumbo," abound in Mercury articles. At this remove,
I suspect that the main reason for reading old copies of Mercury
is for Mencken, not for the magazine's other contributors. So it
may well prove to be true of the Robertsonisms in Instauration.
Most of Robertson's editing is to reduce the length of articles.
A page runs about 7,200 characters. If you submit something
about that length, he won't edit it much. Send a longer one and
he is likely to cut in places not always to your liking. When this
happened to me, I thought the cuts made the article clumsy and
left out many good points. But rereading the articles many
months later, I found they did read smoothly. The omitted pearls
of wisdom can be worked into later literary effusions.
ROBERT THROCKMORTON

Musings on Music
I have read many articles and letters in Instauration to which I
have been tempted to reply, but I could not resist responding to
the Canadian subscriber's "How Pure Can Instaurationists Afford
to Be?" (Oct. 1993). The author suggests we "ignore the cultural
output of the last 40 years," and spend our time listening to the
popular music of the 1930s and 40s and watching pre-WWII mo
vies on the late show. While I am well aware of the Jewish con
trol of the entertainment industry, this hardly seems a viable solu
tion. Why not ignore popular entertainment altogether and listen
exclusively to the likes of Beethoven, Mozart and Wagner?
What I can't understand is the Canadian subscriber's exception
for such outdated (and heavily jewish) popular music as that of
Rodgers and Hammerstein, Irving Berlin and the Big Band music
of the 1930s and 40s, much of which strikes me as soulless, vap
id, and, yes, "corny." It must be remembered that it was to the
accompaniment of the "wholesome" music of such "swing lu
den" as Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw that G.l.s destroyed an
cient German cities and massacred hundreds of thousands of
their racial kin, while the folks back home cheered.

Aside from the decidedly "unwholesome" effects of 1930s and
40s popular entertainment, the author seems to ignore other
parts of this issue. Despite all the alien influence operating in the
entertainment industry, many of the best talents were and still are
Aryan. Jewish showbiz moguls have exploited this talent to serve
their own purposes (or just to make a buck), but this does not
mean that the Aryan creative spirit is dead. Perhaps it has merely
found new outlets. One has to look outside the mainstream pop
culture to discover the best our race has to offer.
The late 1960s and early 1970s saw a veritable explosion of
Aryan creativity, particularly in music. There is a theory, which
makes a kind of intuitive sense, proposed by Chosenite Noam
Chomsky and others, that the psychedelic revolution and its ac
companying creative catharsis so frightened the powers that be
that it led them to clamp down even tighter on the entertainment
industry, co-opt what they could and banish the rest to obscurity
or "cult" status. This tactic continues to be used quite effectively,
making it more and more difficult to step outside the bounds of
the omnipresent pop culture.
Perhaps a comment is due here on the music of the "psyche
aelic era." Most of this music is loosely classified as "rock," and
some will undoubtedly point out that Negro blues and jazz were
prominent influences. While this is undeniably true, as it is also
true of the swing music of the Big Band era, the best of this mu
sic combines these influences with folk, classical and sometimes
bluegrass, country and other ethnic forms. It is as if, in this brief
era, these diverse influences were poured into a transforming
crucible, and a new expression of Aryan creativity was born. I re
alize that most of us are somewhat partial to the music of our
youth, but I find more Aryan spirit in the music of Jefferson Air
plane, Jethro Tull, or Led Zeppelin than in all the bland popular
music of the 1930s and 40s combined.
One of the most positive developments in recent years is the
revival of Celtic folk music on both sides of the Atlantic. Interest
ingly enough, this revival can be traced in part to such folk-rock
bands as Steeleye Span and Fairport Convention (also of late
1960s, early 1970s vintage). These groups made the traditional
music of the British Isles come alive for a new generation.
The so-called "New Age" genre also has become a haven for
many talented musicians and composers not caught in the sticky
web of contemporary pop culture. Much of this music draws
heavily on traditional and classical European sources. A race
conscious variety oj heavy metal rock music has emerged jrom
the ranks of skinheads both in the U.S. and abroad. Even the vin
tage heavy metal band, Black Sabbath, has released at least one
album with an Odinist theme. Whatever one thinks of this music,
it has an undeniable appeal for many young people. It is Ull
doubtedly a better choice for them than the current barrage of
rap and African-tinged pop from the mainstream music factories.
My final point is that styles of music are constantly changing.
(Heraclitus' maxim, "We step and do not step into the same river
twice," seems appropriate here.) To attempt to freeze and stan
dardize any particular style is futile. The songs of the medieval
troubadours gave way to Renaissance madrigals. These in turn
yielded to the chamber music of the Baroque and classical peri
ods, which in turn opened the door to the lush orchestral music
of the Romantics.
One who truly loves music can see it as the varied expression
of the Folk Soul on its journey through time and history. No race
can boast a richer and more varied musical and cultural heritage
than our own. Yes, al ien control of the contemporary entertain
ment industry has been a stifling and destructive influence. But
can the true expression of the soul of any race ever be the prod
uct of an "industry?"
368
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Rev. Samuel Chester Jr. of Oxnard (CA)
has six sons, three of whom, despite their
religious upbringing, are convicted rap
ists. A fourth was recently convicted of
robbery and assault. Deputy District At
torney Matt Hardy, who prosecuted one
of the Chester rapists, says, with a straight
face, there is nothing genetic about the
family's criminal tendencies. The race of
the Chesters was not specified-possibly
deliberately- in the press reports.
#

Nine foreign tourists have been mur
dered in Florida in the last 14 months.
Two were Germans. In Hallandale (FL) in
early December a rock band put on a
novelty act called "Dead German Tour
ist./I A German 1V crew was there to tape
this egregious display of latter-day barbar
ism, egregious even for a barbaric sand
spit like southern Florida.
#

At the burial service of Jerry D. Black
well Jr., a white 29-year-old murdered by
two black teenagers during a conven
ience store robbery in Belleville (MOl,
Rev. Jack Bardon preached that the ki lIers
should be forgiven. "Remember what Je
sus said: Love your enemies. They're sick
and need help." The one who is really
sick is the Reverend.
#
Kevin Elders, 28, son of Clinton's black
U.S. Surgeon General, Jocelyn Elders,
was arrested and charged with peddling
an "8-ball" (one ounce) of cocaine for
$275. The arrest took place only a few
days after his mom suggested legalization
as one solution to the drug problem.
Mom's husband, Oliver, has a rental
house in Little Rock (AR) that has become
a hangout for drug dealers.
#

Christine Schweiger was shot down in
a Milwaukee restaurant frequented by
blacks because her killers figured that be
ing white she would be more likely than
the other customers not to have a gun.
Such was the explanation of the two
black teenagers who killed her. They fur
ther explained they grew angry when she
told them she had no money. But there is
more to the story. Schweiger, although
white, was the single mother of three ille
gitimate mulattoes. She may have put
aside all thoughts of skin color when she
lived and loved with blacks, but her two
murderers didn't.
#
Allen Silverman was indicted by the
Passaic County (NJ) grand jury for sexual
ly abusing two boys and a girl, 7, 5 and
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3, respectively. The abuse apparently be
gan when the children were only six to
eight months old.
#
Fat Face is getting much more dirty-old
mannish as tempus fugil. At his annual
Christmas party, when the Senator's sec
ond wife brought up the subject of screws
floating around in space during the repair
of the Hubble telescope, he burped,
"Floating screw. . .that's what people
used to call me." He then tried to top that
one-liner with another, "They don't call
me Tyrannosaurus sex for nothing."
#

Whoopi Goldberg, whose claim to be
Jewish would probably be disputed by
Elie Wiesel, has propounded a Jewish
American Princess Fried Chicken Recipe
in her newly published cookbook. First
step: "Send a chauffeur to your favorite
butcher shop for the chicken." JAPS are
then warned: "Watch your nai Is" when
shaking the chicken in a brown paper
bag. Whoopi's final advice: "Have Cook
prepare rest of meal while you touch up
your makeup./I Abe Foxman, head of the
gigantic ADL spy apparatus, damned
Whoopi for her "insensitivity./I (When, if
ever, will professional Nazi hunters dream
up a new vilification?)
#
It's tough to be a schoolteacher in
Brooklyn. In November, six teenage blacks,
13 to 17, dragged a 31-year-old substitute
teacher into a vacant lot. After robbing
her of her food stamps and cigarettes,
they took turns anally, orally and vaginal
ly violating her.
#

Like father, like son. Benyamin Kahane,
27-year-old son of the late, fire-breathing
Rabbi Meir Kahane, is on the U.5. lecture
circuit drumming up support to expel
every last Palestinian from the occupied
territories. In Israel, Kahane the younger
was arrested for vandalizing a mosque.
Not surprisingly, he is hooknose, line and
sinker against the on-again, off-again Is
raeli-Palestinian peace shenanigans. De
nying he is a Jewish racist, Kahane orates,
"I am a Jew who believes in God and His
Torah, which says that Jews are the cho
sen people.'!
#
As he was about to operate on an eld
erly lady in a Worcester (MA) hospital,
Dr. Mohan Korgaonkar brawled with an
esthesiologist Dr. Kwok Wei Chan. While
a nurse carefully checked the anesthe
tized patient on the operating table, Dr.
Chan swore at the surgeon, who respond

ed by throwing a prep stick (whatever
that is) at him and wrestling him to the
floor. The operation was finally complet
ed! after which Korgaonkar and Chan
were each fined $10,000 by a state medi
cal board.
#

The portrait of ex-Governor Marvin
Mandel, jailed for 19 months on a politi
cal corruption charge, was recently un
veiled in the Maryland State House to the
applause of his old cronies. William D.
Schaefer, Maryland's present chief execu
tive, hailed the Jewish Mandel as a "truly
great governor."
#

Gwen Laymon, a New Orleans mother,
claimed son Eric, arrested for being in
volved in a drive-by shooting, couldn't
possibly be guilty. She said at that time he
was participating in another shooting at a
nearby housing project.
#
Mike Tyson, currently serving time for
rape, boasts that in addition to learning to
speak and read a little Chinese he actual
ly got an A in a prison math test. In a re
flective mood, he says he has become a
"strong believer in distrusting whites,"
who in his opinion hate high-profile
blacks lias much as they hate ordinary
blacks."
#
In Detroit a drug dealer named Paul
Kinchloe was accused of shooting and
killing two teenagers, then ordering some
of their young friends to cut off the mur
dered kids' heads, hands and feel. As
might be surmised, everyone who took
part in this macabre butchery was black.
#
Nigerian Tony Chukwudi is suing Be
ria College (KY), which he attended for
two years, for $1 billion, charging that
college officials sent a witch to his Dis
trict of Columbia apartment with instruc
tions to steal his many great ideas about
pollution, AIDS and animal digestion.
#

Zoo City gynecologist Douglas Moss is
running an illegal sperm bank out of his
Park Avenue office, selling Gentile sperm,
which he falsely labels !'glatt kosher." So
reports Spy magazine (jan. 1, 1994, p. 54).
#

Miguel Gaitan and Joel Ramos, both
14, were sentenced to life and 80 years,
respectively, for stabbing and beating the
white Michael Skelton family to death (fa
ther, mother and two young sons) in a Ya
kima Valley (WA) farming town. Gaitan
and Ramos were schoolmates of the eld
est Skelton boy. The killings may have
been an initiation rite for a Mexican street
gang.

66% of all black students in the U.S.
and 73% of all Hispanic students attend
mostly minority schools. In 1971, the year
after the Supreme Court came down hard
on school desegregation, the black and
Hispanic percentages were 63.6% and
56.6%. New York State's public schools
are the most segregated.
#
96 identifiable Jews are in the 1993
Forbes roster of the 400 richest Ameri
cans. An additional 21 on the big-bucks
list are possibly Jewish. Since 96 is 24%
of 400, the 21 "possibles" raise the num
ber to 117 or 29%. Jews, according to
their own figures, comprise 2-3% of the
population.
#
Shawmut, New England's third largest
bank, will pay from $10,000 to $15,000
to each black and Hispanic allegedly de
nied mortgages solely on the basis of race
or color. The total may come to $960,000.
#
Goldman, Sachs & Co. made $2.3 bil
lion in 1993. The Jewish firm's 161 part
ners will receive minimum bonuses of $5
million each.
#
In 1992, kids under 10 years of age
murdered 3 people; kids under 18 mur
dered 1,1 76.
#
18% of conservative Protestant males
are married by age 18; 10(10 of mainline
Protestants; 7% of Catholics.
#

The $3-billion annual tribute to Israel
($1.2 billion in economic grants, $1.8 bil
lion to the military), plus a "onetime" $80
million for "movement expenses" for peo
ple in the occupied territories, was passed
by the House 321 to 108; by the Senate
87 to 11. The giveaway does not include
$2 billion of the $10-billion U.S. loan
guarantee that came into play in fiscal
1994.
#
550,000 illegals inhabit Texas at an an
nual cost to the state of $456 million.
That's the state's estimate, which is 57%
higher in the number of illegals and 46%
higher in cost than INS estimates.
#
The two richest Americans, Warren
Buffett (investments) and Bill Gates (Mi
crosoft), favored the Democratic Party in
their recent financial contributions. Buf
fell gave $2,000 to the Democrats, zero
to the Republicans; Gates, who recently
spent a fortune on a Hollywood-style
wedding on a private Hawaiian island

and will shortly move his new bride into
his $35-million, 42,OOO-sq.-ft. home, gave
$4,500 to the Democrats, $500 to the Re
publicans. Nevertheless the media contin
ue to inform us that the Republicans are
the party of the rich.
#
The official immigration count for 1992
was 810,635, up 15.1% from 1991, the
biggest jump in 70 years. Most come
from Asia and Mexico. So reported Clin
ton's new immigration commissioner,
Doris Meissner, whose religion, like that
of so many of the President's appointees,
is Judaism. Estimates of illegals varied

Some interesting I.Q. scores: Hermann
Goering, 138; John F. Kennedy, 119;
Richard Nixon, 143; Muhammad Ali, 78;
Arthur Jensen, 156.
#

A survey of "historical black colleges"
found only 68% of the faculty was black.
7.5% of the profs in the science depart
ments were foreign born.
#

Morris Dees' Klanwatch, which has al
ways given the benefit of all doubts in race
relations to blacks, found-perhaps to its
regret-it could no longer remain silent
about Negro-on-white crime. It grudging
ly had to admit that in 18 racially moti
vated murders last year blacks were the
perpetrators in 11. The actual number of
black-on-white murders was many times
higher, but it is nice to hear Dees finally
unraveling a shred of the truth.
#
One-sixth of California's 625,000 black
males, 16 and older, are arrested each year.
#
Ivan Boesky is living high off the hawg,
thanks to his divorced wife, Seema. After
a bitterly acrimonious trial, she was hand
ed a court order to give him $20 million
in cash, a $2.5 million home in La lolla
and a $180,000 annual allowance. Boe

sky claimed his monthly bills amount to
$300 for haircuts, $3,500 for food,
$1,000 for clothing.
#
According to the Carrying Capacity
Network, 2.07 million American workers
were displaced in 1992 by immigrants.
CCN further stated that taxpayers would
save some $22 billion a year for the next
10 years if immigration was stopped after
1992.
#

In 1970, 37.5% of all black births were
illegitimate; in 1991, 67.9%. For whites,
the numbers climbed from 5.6% in 1970
to a dismaying 21.9% in 1991.
#

Congressional staffers now total 38,000
9 times the size of the staff of any legisla
tive body anywhere.
#
More babies are born in the u.s. these
days to 1 Japanese and 1 white parent
than babies to 2 Jap parents.
#
California has 2 Jewish senators, Barba
ra Boxer and Dianne Feinstein. Wiscon
sin also has a Jewish senatorial duo, Herb
Kohl and Russ Feingold. If Lana Pollack
wins Michigan's August primary and goes
on to win the November election, Michi
gan will be the third state to have 2 Jew
ish senators, Carl Levin being already in
place. All the above pols, of course, are
Democrats.
#
The chance a burglary committed in
the present-day u.S. will be solved is 1 in 7.
#
Blacks account for 50% of arrests in
Miami and 67% of police dog bites.
#
Rep. John Conyers (D-MI) has intro
duced a bill in Congress demanding
$250,000 for each living descendant of
American slaves to compensate them for
the time their ancestors spent in bondage.
#
In 1991, 22 abandoned or boarded ba
bies, most of them black, filled the na
tion's hospitals. "Boarded" means the ba
bies have nowhere to go when they are
ready for medical discharge.
#
Seagram, the octopean booze empire
of the Bronfman family, has coughed up
$1,540,000,000 to buy 9.3% of Time
Warner, an equally monstrous Jewish con
glomerate. Edgar Bronfman Jr., divorced
from a black actress who bore him 3 mu
latto ch i Idren, has taken over from papa
and is now in charge. Meanwhile, Edgar
Bronfman Sr. peregrinates about the globe
as president of the World Jewish Con
gress, a body that easily outpowers the
u.S. Congress.
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Waspishly Yours
The world will little note, nor long remember (forgive me,
Abe) that the international sports scene was permanently be
smudged by the specter of whey-faced albino monster Tom Lan
tos (D-CA), a hard-nosed liberal leaning over leftwards to prevent
China from hosting the 1996 Olympic Games. Atlanta got 'em.
Now I would just as soon recommend a case of galloping con
sumption or wet leprosy, as recommend communism of any va
riety, be it Chinese, Russian or Israeli. But that's my point.
What country was founded by piratical pioneers whose polit
ical and economic paradigm was the Communist kibbutz?
Where does this American taxpayer-subsidized monstrosity sur
vive to the present day? In Russia, in some former Soviet satellite,
in North Korea or in Castro country? It survives only in Israet the
land of Herod, where the economy is socialized from top to bot
tom and kosherized to the gills by Marxism. An estimated 92%
of the Zionist state is controlled by the government, yet for 45
years Israel has been our "strategic asset," our so-called bulwark
against creeping communism in the Middle East.
Since we're still purportedly banking on Israel to keep the Ar
abs from going Communist, it is proper ask why Israeli medicine
is thoroughly and comprehensively "communized." Unlike Brit
ain, where doctors may also function independently, sawbones
in Israel work for the government, period. Surely this is some
thing to keep in mind during the birth pangs of our own attempt
to rescue the medical system from parasitic insurance companies
and buccaneering lawyers.
But why did the sight and sound of Jewish Tom Lantos ar
guing against locating the next Olympics in Beijing make my
lower jaw drop? What was the gravamen of the charge Lantos
laid against Beijing?
Who is this Tom Lantos anyway, this crusader for democracy
who played a key role in depriving the dastardly Orientals of
their chance to host the Hellenized Olympics? Does he support
the kibbutzim in Israel? Is he a spearhead for AIPAC? Does he
sport a charming European accent-replete with all the trills and
gutturals-that mark him immediately as another survivor of the
Holocaust, an accent that would make any tattoo on his forearm
redundant? Did Tom Lantos ever admit that the Jews murdered
34 Americans on the U.S.S. Uberty? Don't hold your breath. Did
he condemn Israel for its "ethnic cleansing" of Palestine in 1948
and 19677 Has he ever denounced the house demolitions, illegal
forced evictions and racist Nuremberg-type laws which govern
the relationships between the alien "others" and the occupying
Jews? I haven't even mentioned the daily brutal beatings, all the
broken bones and the 1500-many of them children-who died
in the Intifada. Who is Tom Lantos, that all our media swains
commend so swooningly? You should remember him well, if you
remember George Bush's crusade to bring democracy to Kuwait
in Desert Sturm und Dreck.
As a member of the House Intelligence Committee, Lantos
took testimony from a tearful teenager who swore that brutal Iraqi
soldiers were dumping Kuwaiti babies out of their incubators and
spiriting the plundered equipment back to Iraq, presumably for
the benefit of the bad-seed babies of sad-sack sadist Saddam.
Secretary of State James Baker said we had to crush Saddam, but
omitted to say the secondary purpose was to make the world safe
for Jews. No mention of the Bush family's interest in two oil com
panies and the golden links those companies had to Kuwait.
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Such talk might have made the American electorate too cynical,
having already been calloused by the creeping fungus of Water
gate, Irangate and the S&L debacle.
The naive American might not support a war in Arabia Deserta
for the sake of democracy or George Bush's oil leases, but half
baked babies being dumped out of hospital incubators by immo
ral Muslims raised Joe Sixpack's blood pressure to 300/220.
The trouble was that all the turmoil and banditry related to
the incubators was untrue, which makes the sour cream of the
jest even more savory. Lantos, of course, knew it was a lie all
along. And the cherry pit of the whole imposture, the fake jewel
pasted into the belly dancer's navel to make her undulations
more seductive, was the Lantos-processed teenager who testified
so tearfully. As the media finally informed us long after her per
formance, she was none other than the daughter of the Kuwaiti
ambassador. Tom Lantos knew all about the ploy, but he kept his
fellow members of the House Intelligence Committee in the dark,
not to mention the people of America, who would have to fight,
pay and die once again for Israel, oil and a New World Disorder.
Was Lantos afraid of making his fellow politicians even more
cynical? Was he protecting their impenetrable innocence and the
virginal mind-set of the Kuwaiti ambassador's daughter, making
sure that she was not penetrated by the truth, even if she had
never seen one Kuwaiti baby dragged out of one incubator? Was
Tom Lantos ensuring that she would preserve her purity intact, so
that she could return to her Parisian parties unravished, secure in
the knowledge that she had done her tidbit to bring feminism
and democracy to Kuwait?
So now that we know about the purity of her motives, what
about Tom's? Is it possible that he was putting Israel ahead of
America? Is it possible that he preferred to see Americans bun
dled into body bags, rather than Israelis? Is it possible that he
wanted to preserve the vapid ignorance of the American electo
rate? This is the man who didn't want the Olympic Games to go
to China, because the Communist mandarins were guilty of "hu
man rights violations."
While on the subject of the Olympics, how about an event
called "manipulating the stock market"? Imagine what Dennis
Levine, Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky could do with that! Any
doubt that Israel would bring back the Gold Medal in high
jumping junk bonds? Who's better at broad jumping the numer
ous resolutions passed against it at the U.N.? Who's better at
bench pressing, lifting with a little finger the heavyweights of the
U.S. Congress? Who's better at house demolitions, forced evic
tions and enforcing the laws of racial purity? Who's had more
practice skeet shooting human targets during the Intifida? Ima
gine the possibilities, if only stealing land and water were duly
legalized as Olympic events? Who would corner the market in
Gold medals; if tear-gassing maternity wards, breaking arms and
legs, and murdering with "rubber" bullets in the occupied territo
ries were contests approved by the very same Olympic commit
tee which denied the games to China because of its "violations
of human rights?"
Whatever else we know or do not know about Tom Lantos
self-righteous Jew, Holocaust survivor, Machiavellian congress
men--of this we can be certain. He has few rivals in the race to
bolster the cause of Zionism.
V.S. STINGER

Beginning December 6, TV viewers were able to tune
into what is claimed to be a round-the-clock conservative
network. It calls itself National Empowerment Television
and right-wingers are scrambling to get their local cable
companies and TV stations to carry it. Dish owners can see
it on Galaxy 7, Channel 20, which is where I first glommed
on to it.
It was all fuss and feathers-talking heads like profes
sional Republicans Newt Gingrich and Paul Weyrich
mouthing their pseudo-conservative cliches eight hours a
day, seven days a week, followed by 16 hours of daily re
runs. Pretty sleep-inducing! I wouldn't be surprised if NET
was partially subsidized by the likes of Norman Lear. One
minute of such antediluvian political preaching is enough
to turn the average viewer into a Clinton booster.
NET was squeezing out a half-hour infomercial on
some kind of muscle-building machine when I first tuned
in. Then came a talk show with two interlocutors, a bottle
blonde and a coffee-colored gentleman, sitting side by side
on a sofa discussing some boring subject with some boring
guest. Egads!
Ever notice that minority talking heads can say things
their Majority counterparts could never get away with? Ho
ward Stern is a case in point. His incontinent vulgarity,
though it has provoked a libel suit or two, allows him to
run off at the mouth at will against women, blacks and
WASPs, and exude whatever other hatreds inhabit his Jew
ish psyche.
In Denver a black tsk-tsk jockey, Ken Hamblin, spends
a great deal of his daily spiel attacking fellow blacks, even
going so far as to call them "spooks." Whi Ie black groups
have raised the roof and threatened a national boycott of
Denver, Hamblin is still on the air. If any Majority talk
show host said half as much, he'd be fired before he could
deliver his first commercial.
A cable TV show has sued Jewish comic Jackie Mason
for titling his one-man show, Politically Incorrect. Any non
Jew who uttered Mason's quips would not last a day in TV
or any other entertainment land. Some examples: A Jewish

husband figured it was cheaper to hire six Christians to
sla\'e for his wife than to buy her a mink coat. ... Gays are
becoming so powerful that straights now have to move into
the closet. . . . Ruth Ginsburg was appointed to the Su
preme Court because Clinton wanted a woman Clarence
Thomas would not make a pass at.
All of this putrefactive froth continues to befoul the air
waves, but when Ernst Zundel's anti-Holocaust videos
manage to appear on one or two remote U.S. stations, the
Simon Wiesenthal Center blinkers them in a week or two.
Instaurationists who would like to take a peek at ZLindel's
revisionist films can write him at 206 Carlton St., Toronto,
Ontario, MSA 2L 1/ Canada. That's about the only way to
keep up with a broadcast schedule that, because it has to
dodge Jewish censors, is forced to change nearly every
week.

From Satcom Sal. Ponderable quote in a commercial
sponsored by the Nordic Flex Gold Co., manufacturers of
exercise equipment: "Nordic Flex Gold ...For the Nordic
Body in Everybody.//

::~

From an anonymous subscriber. Novelist Howard Fast
was touting his most recent book on National Public Radio,
the story line of which was the prosecution of a Jewess for
having an abortion. Fast nearly caused his NPR interviewer
to have an on-air coronary when the latter voiced his con
cern that a character in the book is an "NPR newsperson"
and "a very vocal pro-choice advocate." "I'm sure no one
at NPR would act in such a manner; we make it a point to
be fair to all opinions." Repl ied Fast, a onetime Communist
Party hack who now, like so many of his tribe have
switched to Jewish racism, "Come on, we all know that
NPR is the voice of liberalism. You're just kidding yourself
if you don't acknowledge it! It's why I and all my friends
listen to it." The young interviewer, now rather frantic and
hyperventilating, forged weakly ahead: "We're really not
spokespersons for any ideology. We can't be!"

From Zip 113. Three cheers for actor Charlton Heston!
On the Conan O'Brien Show (Dec. 3), he stated at a share
holders meeting that he had intentionally forced an embar
rassed Gerald Levin, CEO of Time Warner, into pulling Ice
Tea's Cop Killer album from the market. After casually
mentioning that the black rapper had threatened to kill
him, Heston proceeded to read part of the lyrics of KKK
Bitch to O'Brien's national audience. Half of what he read
was bleeped by NBC, but viewers with street smarts were
able to fill in the blanks. Unlike the song that glorified cop
killing, the KKK Bitch jingle, which was never really
brought to the public's attention, had Ice Tea expressing his
desire to rape and sodomize Tipper Gore's two 12-year-old
nieces. Even the jaded Zoo City audience was stunned.
O'Brien was left speechless. Finally he mumbled, "You've
just ruined my show." Heston then added that he held Le
vin personally responsible for this outrage. All in all, it was
a rare and refreshing moment of reality.
From a Canadian subscriber. What audience is TV play
ing to with its parade of hu Iking and menacing Negro huck
sters in those unending commercials? Do the totally out-of
touch Jews who run the medium think whites are "turned
on" by those threatening personas? Hey, they get enough of
that in nightmares, news stories and "urban experiences."
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle-John Nobull

The Oberammergau passion play, which I saw many
At the beginning of his gospel, St. Matthew provides an
years ago, before it was emasculated, gives a much truer
extensive genealogy of Christ, 21 generations in all, from
Abraham to David, from David to the Babylonian Exile
picture of the gospel story than any modern cleric. In fact,
and from the Babylonian Exile down to jesus. The problem
most ministers and preachers have long ago ceased to
read out key passages from the New Testament in church.
is that the penultimate link in the chain is Joseph, not
The words are dynamite, and they know it. The question
Mary. When Joseph was upset to find his wife with child,
now is whether Christianity can be tolerated any longer if
an angel appeared and told him that the Holy Ghost had
it presents such an unflattering picture of the People of the
inseminated her. rhis allayed his fears, but it doesn't allay
Book? In any case, what is the point of a religion,
my doubts. If Christ's father was the Holy Ghost,
the
ministers of which do not dare to quote their
then Joseph's descent from David was wholly irrel
own gospels, or to object when the Jews vilify their
evant, I find it quite extraordinary that so many
Christian ministers, of a" sects, have omitted to
founder?
mention this small but significant discrepancy. As
I Agree with N.B.F.
James Joyce puts it in Ulysses:
I am happy enough with N.B. Forrest's statement
I'm the quarest young feller
that Christianity is historically the religion of Europe,
That ever you heard,
whatever multiplicity of beliefs may have antedated
Me mother's a Jew,
it. However, from the viewpoint of mythology,
Me father's a bird. ..
Christianity is manifestly inferior to Greek pagan
But was the Holy Ghost Jewish, too? In the Tal
ism. Only later in the 20th century did Western
mud, Mary is described as a prostitute who was
poets cease to use Grecian imagery. All those sto
impregnated by Panthera, a Roman soldier. This
ries of saints cannot compete with the tales of
squares to some extent with my gut feeling that je
Greek gods, which the poets found more aestheti
cally satisfying. What is more, Christian beliefs were
sus just couldn't be a jew. He had the wrong per
sonality. jesus, who came from Galilee of the Gen
continuously intertwined with pagan ones. Chartres
tiles, may well have had Gentile as well as Jewish
was built by men who believed God might be ap
genes. That would explain his capacity to see
proached through beauty. That is an essentially Greek
things not only as a jew but also as a non-jew.
belief, whereas the Protestants who smashed the
Hence the parable of the Good Samaritan. Hence
beautiful glass windows of our English churches
also the parable of the Talents, which is very jew
were moralistically inspired. Milton wrote magically
ish indeed, and inspired the Puritans to lay up
about: "Storied windows richly dight, Casting a dim
wealth in this world as well as the next. If Christ had been
religious light," while his pals were out smashing those
wholly Gentile by origin, would he have cared enough to
very windows, like a crowd of modern football hooligans.
drive the moneylenders out of the temple (with a whip,
The rejection by modern Christians of beautiful church
yet)? Since he described the priesthood of the jews as "a
es indicates that Christianity has gone back to the culture
generation of vipers," I find it hard to believe that he
of Hebrew moralism with which it began. Modern Church
meant it as a compliment.
of England parsons destroy the old oaken pews and pulpits
When it comes to the crucifixion, all four gospels make
to create a suitable setting for pop music sessions. Roman
it very clear that the pharisees and Sadducees saw Christ
Catholic priests are more interested in bingo and paedo
as a rival. The fork-tongued questions they asked him were
philia than the mediaeval tradition. As for the Noncon
deftly turned aside until he finally conceded to the High
formists, they are just surrogate Jews, hating beauty and
Priest that he was the Son of God. Anyone who has ever
wedded to moralism.
dealt with Jews will immediately recognise this ploy. Then
I think it's time to ditch organised Christianity, which is
came the rending of garments, the loud complaints before
almost entirely dedicated to race-mixing. Our beliefs
Pilate, the scandalised outcries, the typically jewish image
should accord with the findings of science, but our cultu
ry, "His blood be upon us and upon our children."
ral life should be inspired by the mythology of the pagan
Nowadays it is the Romans who are blanled for the cru
past. As for our morality, it should be based on the mores
cifixion. After a", they did stage it. But anyone reading any
of the tribe, on our own experience, not on rules laid
of the four gospel versions would get a clear impression
down by Hebrew prophets, Christian theologians or liberal
that the jewish priesthood framed Jesus from the word go.
judges.
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Canada. The government's Commis
sioner of Official Languages is a Dr.
Goldblum, whose office employs 173
paper pushers, 60% of them Franco
phones, although the latter comprise a
mere 22% of the Canadian population.
Canada was slightly less of a totalitari
an state on December 20. On that day
the New Brunswick Court of Appeal gave
Malcolm Ross a well-deserved Christmas
present by ordering the Magnetic Hill
School, which had suspended him from
teaching, to put him back in the class
room. Ross had the courage to write
about Jews in a manner that left Jewish
censors chomping at the bit. The Court
ruled that Ross, since he had never
sounded off on these hot-button topics to
his students, was well within his rights to
write that the Holocaust was exaggerated
and that Jews had conspired to undermine
Christianity.
New Brunswick Jews had mobilized
to have Ross fired, charging that anyone
whose head was full of such ideas would
not be able to resist sharing them with his
students.
Despite the Appeal Court's ruling, the
Canadian Jewish Congress, as is the habit
of Jews everywhere, plans to get the Hu
man Rights Commission to appeal to Can
ada's Supreme Court, knowing that even
if Ross wins again, the cost of litigation
will cause him all kinds of financial prob
lems and that the usual pro-Jewish media
coverage will continue to embarrass him.
Justice in Canada, as in the U.S., favors
those who can best afford the overpaid le
gal beagles.
The Canadian Jewish Congress is also
worried about a white power band, Ra
HoWa, an acronym for Racial Holy War,
wh ich bangs out such lyrics as:

Masters and Johnson duo, had completed
a study that proved bigotry made males
prematurely impotent-lose their steam,
as it were. That no such study existed is
of little consequence to minority hate
meisters. Zentner, incidentally, has twice
been burned out of house and office in
the last nine months.
Two Canadians, both with long crimi
nal records, were arrested in Toronto last
July and charged with attempting to break
into an apartment. One of them, Barry
McLaughlin, 38 and white, was sent to
jail where he remained for five months.
The other breaker and enterer was John
Manitowabie, 26, who only spent six days
in custody. Why the different penalties?
Manitowabie is an Indian and the Canadi
an government has a special "aboriginal
diversity program" for Redskin crooks,
who are delivered to the tender, genuine
ly tender, mercies of an Indian council,
which is allowed to punish convicted In
dian criminals as it deems fit. The sen
tences are secret, so it's impossible to find
out if the criminals are ever punished or,
if punished, are ever subjected to any
thing more than counseling, community
service or a stint of "self-examination."
At the wee hour of 2:00 a.m., when
everybody had quaffed a little too much
at a Peterborough bar, Curtis Peters, an
auto mechanic, shouted the FIN epithet at
a black dude who was acting in a most
menacing manner. Sixty days in the jug
for Peters. Not a day behind bars for the
aggressive black.

RaHoWa's other claim to fame is a
parody of Nancy Sinatra's These Boots
Are Made for Walking, which goes like
this: "One of these days these boots are
gonna walk all over Jews."

Oueibigue Tagui, 34, a black who en
tered Canada on a student visa in 1992,
tried to hang himself after confessing he
had killed a white woman, Manon Pa
quin, by pushing her in front of an on
coming subway train in Montreal. He
wasn't mad at her; just terribly irate at an
other woman, a bureaucrat who had re
fused him a government loan. To appease
his hatred for the white loan official, he
murdered the first white woman he
chanced to encounter.

Their brains work in a predictably
hateful way. Those who talk most about
hate crimes are often the biggest haters.
Psychotherapist Monna Zentner, 55, most
definitely not a WASP, crashed a majority
rally in Southwest Ontario where she in
formed those in attendance that John
Masters, the horny old sexologist of the

The 1991 Canadian Census contains
no reference to race. Officials thought
questions on this subject would be irk
some to minorities. The Census takers
also feared that racial statistics might
strengthen the growing but unheeded de
mand of the Canadian majority to dam
the influx of "visible minorities."

Strike force, kill our rivals
Strike force into the Jewish lair.

A private survey indicated that 74% of
Canadians believe minorities should try
harder to fit into the Canadian social or
der, instead of supporting government ef
forts to de-Canadianize majorityites so
they would fit more snugly into the mi
nority scheme of things. The survey also
indicated that 54% of Canadians believe
the country allows in "too many people
of different races and cultures."

Britain. Derek Prag, a British member
of the European Parliament, introduced a
resolution calling for the release of Jewish
spymaster Jonathan Pollard. The motion
was passed by a large majority. Pollard is
an American Jew who plans to retire to Is
rael when and if he gets out of his Ameri
can jail. It is a puzzlement to most every
one but Instauration subscribers why the
European Parliament should wish to get
mixed up in a matter that only concerns
Americans and Jews and has absolutely
nothing to do with Europe. American pol
iticians do their kowtowing to Jews and
sell their country short in return for Jewish
money to finance their election cam
paigns. Are European pols beginning to
adopt the same trick?
A Scottish scientist, Richard Sharpe, pre
dicts that unless some countermeasures
are soon put in place it's allover for the
human race. The contamination of the
environment by chemicals, Sharpe is con
vinced, is dramatically reducing the
sperm count in men by having the same
negative effect on male potency as would
overdoses of female sex hormones. To
prove his point the Scot referred to the
sharp increase in testicular cancer and in
the ever larger number of baby boys born
with deformed sex organs. Sharpe's pre
dictions are already showing IIp in turtles,
alligators and various species of fish,
which suddenly change sex for no appar
ent reason.
The wife is black, the husband a mu
latto. The couple is unable to have chil
dren. The wife wants to be implanted
with a white woman's egg fertilized by
the mulatto husband's sperm. A fertility
clinic is all set to go ahead with this "de
signer baby" experiment, which is some
what similar to a previous in vitro fertili
zation in Italy, when an infertile black
woman gave birth to a white baby. She
explained she wanted to bring a child
into the world that WOll Id not go through
the discrimination mill. Another fertility
"miracle" took place in Britain shortly after
Christmas. A 59-year-old woman gave birth
to a set of designer twins, with whom she
has not the 51 ightest genetic link.
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From an Irish subscriber. Last year
Birmingham, Britain's second biggest city,
banned all Christmas symbols like Santa
Claus, Merry Christmas messages, church
bells, angels and Nativity scenes from
street decorations. This in the country of
Dickens and chestnuts! As for myself, I
celebrate Christmas as a Western cultural
holiday. Christian traditions were an inte
gral part of my childhood. Anglo resi
dents in the Third World would no longer
dream of imposing multiculturalism on
those societies. Can you imagine a mem
ber of the Christian community in con
temporary Calcutta complaining about
the city's religious customs? I'll tell you
one thing. You won't see this culture war
in Dublin. My husband may be right. We
may be savages, but the Irish have kept
more of their insular spunk than the Brit
ish, who are all played out.
From a British subscriber. The Church
of England, disintegrating over the issue
of female priests, is trying to be more
"with it" by launching a campaign for the
employment of more "ethnics," and by
making the Bible more relevant to social
issues. The clerics have an abundance of
source material since the Holy Book's
contents range from recommending the
genocide of "heathens" (Old Testament)
to far-out socialism and egalitarianism
(New Testament).
Generally accepted Biblical interpre
tations have a whole array of different
meanings. Ex-Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, daughter of a Methodist local
preacher, whose social life revolved
around the Methodist Church until she
was 18, once iterated that if the Good Sa
maritan had no money he could have
done little for the man who fell among
thieves. From a practical viewpoint, the
parable teaches us, "Make money first, so
you can do good afterwards."
"No room at the inn" is often inter
preted to mean we should help the poor
and refugees. Enoch Powell, a practicing
Episcopalian, has commented that Joseph
was a prosperous tradesman with a home
and business in Nazareth, not far from
Bethlehem. He could well have afforded
the price of a room at any inn, even the
most expensive. It was only owing to a
holiday crunch that he was not given suit
able accommodations. The same disap
pointment confronts British travelers who
trv to find a hotel at the last minute on a
c~owded summer weekend. The lesson to
be learned is "book ahead," not just hope
something will turn up, as Joseph and his
pregnant wife did.
Sometime ago I read a book on Jesus
by a Jew whose name I have unfortunate-
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Iy forgotten. The author observed that, al
though we hear so much of Jesus' poverty
and homelessness, in fact he was the
scion of a prosperous family who "drop
ped out," much as modern hippies do.
When it comes down to it, Jesus and
his disciples were a typical band of relig
ious mendicants who lived by begging for
food, money and a roof over their heads,
all to be provided by others. When Jesus
told the rich young man to sell all he had
and give it to the poor, he was in effect
saying, "Gimme."
France. Credit Lyonnais is France's
largest bank. It's new boss, jean Peyrele
vade, is trying to refloat this financially
beached whale following a $l-billion loss
at the hands of jean-Yves Haberer, a Cho
sen moneymonger whose investments in
such turkeys as MGM, Robert Maxwell,
and Olympic and York came a cropper.
President Franc;ois Mitterrand copped
out of laying a remembrance wreath at
the tomb of Marshall Petain, France's
WWI military hero, following lashing crit
icism by French Jews over Petain's coop
eration with the Nazis.
Germany. A new documentary fi 1m
prepared to expose the dangers posed by
articulate young rightists, Profession: Neo
Nazi, is having the unintended effect of
injecting heretical ideas into the minds of
German youth. Underwritten by an arts
grant from four German states, it features
a photogenic 27-year-old "neo-Nazi" ac
tivist, Ewald Althans. The camera crew
follows him as he goes about his various
nefarious activities: working at his Mu
nich "Brown House" headquarters; orga
nizing a "national socialist tour" of Ger
many for visitors from Spain and France;
and discussing radical right politics with
his dignified parents.
Critics were alarmed that the film's di
rector did not interpose contradictions to
some of Althans "shocking" statements,
particularly in the episode where he in
forms Auschwitz visitors that no Jews
were gassed there and that far from being
murdered, "They all survived to take
money from the Germans." A reporter of
Der Spiegel (an improved imitation of
Time) went into a liberaloid tizzy. He
feared the film "might convince people
that the Holocaust never took place."
The Federal Criminal Office attributes
30% of the crime in Germany to foreign
ers: Yugoslavs specialize in burglary;
Poles concentrate on auto theft; Romani
ans stick to petty thievery; Turks run the
heroin trade; Russians, mostly Jews, are

into extortion, protection rackets and
money laundering; violent Vietnam gangs
fight for control of the black market in
cigarettes.
He was locked up for nearly four
weeks in a dark, dank German jail cell
and allowed only a couple of visitors. Al
though he had a serious stomach ulcer,
he was fed fat-ridden sausages, sauerkraut
and thick, almost indigestible rye bread.
He lost 20 Ibs. Vicious criminals would
pound on his cell door and threaten to
"kill the Nazi," who didn't speak a word
of German. Who was this dangerous
criminal who might have been treated
better if he had been a serial murderer?
He was Fred Leuchter, the American who
knows more about gas chambers than al
most anyone in the New World, having
designed one for the Missouri State Peni
tentiary. His crime? In 1991 in a short vis
it to Germany he uttered some remarks
about the nonexistence of Auschwitz gas
chambers. Leuchter was finally freed after
a huge mail and fax campaign organized
by Ernst Zundel. His passport was re
turned on November 30 and, after posting
bond of $15,000, was on his way back to
Boston from "democratic Germany."
Austria. This country is just as bad as
other Western European nations in the
realm of free speech. Several Austrians
are now serving time for merely question
ing some phase of the Holocaust. A furi
ous few are resorting to the on Iy means
they have to protest their enforced si
lence. Letter bombs have been going off
in Vienna and other Austrian cities like
firecrackers. Mayor Helmut Zilk of Vien
na lost three fingers when a package he
was opening exploded in his hand. An
18-year-old legal secretary was hospital
ized after several bomb fragments tore
into her body. A journalist and a Catholic
priest were also injured when they
opened booby-trapped packages. All the
above were involved in projects, "sup
porting the rights of immigrants, refugees
and minority groups," in the words of the
N.Y. Times. The violence may possibly
have been touched off by the revelation
that 430,000 foreigners now inhabit Vien
na, equivalent to 26(X) of the city's popu
lation. More than 100,000 of these intrud
ers entered Austria illegally.
Russia. Lenin, the founding father oi
the Soviet Empire, was one-quarter Jew
ish. Will the founding father of a new
Slavic Empire, an even bigger imperium
because it will include all the old Russian
occupied territories of Finland, Alaska
and Eastern Europe, be a half-Jew? Will

he be the one to fulfill the old Russian
dream of a push to the south all the way
to Istanbul, formerly Constantinople, orig
inally Byzantium?
Perish the thought! Vladimir Volfo
vitch Zhirinovsky is as phony as a one
ruble note. He may have said a few truths
about jews. After all, he is a racial insider.
Nevertheless, it is Instauration's best guess
that if he ever makes it to the Kremlin he
will do more to destroy Russia than Lenin
and his largely Jewish gang were ever
able to do.
Westerners fed up with Western-style
democracy and its endemic humbuggery
were delighted to hear some anti-liberal
talk even if it had to come from alewish
opportunist. But before anyone gets too
excited it should be remembered that
only a few short years ago, the son of
Wolf briefly headed a Jewish, pro-Israeli
organization called Shalom.
Someone has to come along and save
Russia. It could be a man on horseback,
some general or another. But Russians
tend to cotton to mystics, to weird relig
ious figures like Rasputin. Whoever even
tually takes over in Moscow, it won't be
Zhirinovsky, unless the world is ready for
a nuclear war. Instauration's vote goes to
Solzhenitsyn, but he is a good, highly in
telligent, honest man-the kind of person
who doesn't become a political leader
these days, either in an autocracy or de
mocracy.
While Zhirinovsky is shooting off his
mouth, another jew is also hard at work
destroying Russia, a 100% Chosenite who
goes by the name of Jeffrey Sachs, a Har
vard economist. Sachs is supposed to be
the brains behind Yeltsin's privatization.
It was Sachs who proposed the senseless
and muddled "shock therapy" that was
supposed to jolt the Russian economy
into high gear. Instead, it has produced
nothing but economic chaos.
When Alexander Solzhenitsyn was in
terviewed on a popular French television
program, he commented that the arrival
of capitalism in Russia has led "to savage
and repulsive behavior" which have giv
en birth to "a bureaucracy worse than
that of the Communists."
Israel. The universally touted Pales
tine-Israel peace accord is still hanging
fire. The sticking point seems to be the
stationing of Zionist troops around Jeri
cho, reputedly the world's oldest city,
which the "obliging" Israelis have prom

ised to give back to the Palestinians and
which is scheduled to be Vasser Arafat's
HQ. joshua destroyed Jericho, says the
Bible, and more reliable histories say that
Mark Anthony gave it as a present to Cle
opatra. The town has only 15,000 inhabi
tants, but grows some tasty oranges and
grapefruit. Peace or no peace, Jericho sits
on a strategic Middle Eastern crossroad
overrun by various armies for the last
4,000 or 5,000 years. Ii peace does come
to Jericho as a result of the recent agree
ments between the warring parties, it will
be partially financed by the u.s. And if
Syria's President Assad actually joins the
peace process, we may be sure someone
is paying him off. Guess who?
Circumcision is a barbaric Middle East
ern and Jewish rite inherited from the
darkest and oldest moments of religious
tribalism. It's hard to believe, but fully
60% of newborn male babies in the u.s.
are subjected to this bloody and disgust
ing rite, which is only matched by the fe
male circumcision practiced by some Af
rican tribes.
Cutting off the foreskin of screaming
babies is bad enough. Performing the
same operation on the dead is religious
insanity pushed to the outer limits. This is
precisely what is happening in Israel to
the corpses of Russian Jews who arrived
in the so-called Holy Land with their fore
skins intact. A department of the Israeli
government has issued instructions that
newcomers who die uncircumcised will
be circumcised after death. According to
former Chief Rabbi Mordechai Elliahu,
uncircumcised Jews "will not enter the
Garden of Eden."
Australia. This nation seems to be
leading the West in choking off the witch
hunts against Eastern Europeans co-opted
into working for Nazis in WWII. To the
great dismay of Jews, the Aussie govern
ment announced it would stop all such
prosecutions, having failed to get convic
tions in four separate cases.
In an equally important step to restore
free speech in the country, the Australian
Federal Court ordered immigration au
thorities who had rejected a visa applica
tion from historian David Irving, to re
verse their ruling and allow him to enter.
Irving, who has been expelled highhand
ed Iy from Canada and severa I European
countries, announced he was planning an
extensive six-week lecture tour in the
smallest continent.

As Spotlight reported, in the midst of
one "war crimes" trial an alleged survi
vor, P. Melnik, one of the many flown in
from abroad and put up in the best hotels,
courtesy of the Australian treasury, while
on the witness stand pointed to a man in
the courtroom he indicated had been a
perpetrator of a Holocaust in the Ukraine.
In a trembling voice Melnik said he'd
"never forget" the face, which was perma
nently engraved in his memory. When
the judge asked the person who owned
the face to identify himself, he turned out
to be an American lawyer who had been
invited by an Australian friend to attend
one trial session.
China. The Chinese government, the
only one in the world sensible enough to
openly advocate eugenics, wants to raise
the genetic quality of its population while
simultaneously reducing its size. To ac
complish this worthy goal, a draft law has
been submitted to the National Peoples
Congress proposing the sterilization of the
country's millions of mental retards, par
ticularly the parents of the 300,000 to
450,000 "congenitally disabled" infants
born every year. In regard to reducing the
size of China's 1.2 billion population,
Beijing has already decreased the nation's
birthrate, owing to the widely publicized
one-child-per-family campaign launched
back in 1970. The current rate of 1.8
births per woman is well below the re
placement level of 2.2.
The government is thinking seriously
about forcibly preventing Chinese with
hepatitis and venereal disease from hav
ing babies. Pregnant women with these
infections may have to undergo abor
tions. Engaged couples so infected may
be sterilized or be banned from marriage
until cured.
China has 22% of the world's popula
tion and 7% of the world's arable land.
The draft law entitled "On Eugenics and
Health Protection" is characterized as Naz
ism by Western bleeding hearts, who
keep pounding the theme that such strin
gent measures are undemocratic. Exactly.
Which is why democracy, when faced
with these crucial demographic prob
lems, fails the test.
Since Clinton is now promising to
cancel favorable trade agreements with
China unless it cleans up its "human
rights" program, the cost to the Chinese
of maintaining the commerce would be
the addition of millions of physically and
mentally diseased persons to the popula
tion. Of all Clinton's acts, his attempt to
interfere in China's domestic population
policy would be the most banal-and the
most dysgenic.
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Frozen II Ark"
A project being undertaken by the Center for Reproduction of
Endangered Species at the San Diego Zoo is aimed at saving
most of the world's endangered species. In the appropriately
named "frozen zoo" biologists are preserving semen samples and
ova from more than 300 animals of 150 species currently headed
for extinction. The precious genetic material is held in a metal
tank chilled by liquid nitrogen to -320 0 F.
Although the ability to raise a species from the dead is years
away, scientists foresee the day when a fertilized egg from the
frozen ark can be successfully implanted in a surrogate mother.
Computer-designed matings will help limit inbreeding and im
prove genetic pairings.
The project was launched 19 years ago by Kurt Benirschke,
who recruited a team of immunologists, endocrinologists, geneti
cists, biologists, animal behaviorists and infectious disease ex
perts to tackle the challenge. If the process works for koalas and
lemurs, the principles could also be applied to saving moribund
races of humans.

California on the March
Everything good, bad and horrible happens first in California.
We all know about the bad and horrible: Hollywood, the San
Fran perverts, earthquakes, the L.A. riots, the flood of illegals, the
two Jewesses who somehow got to be senators. Not many of us,
however, know about the good.
Governor Pete Wilson has finally gotten off his duff and ad
vocates stopping all welfare for the euphemistically dubbed "un
documented workers." He is also urging that U.S. citizenship be
denied to children of illegal brood mares.
Even more upbeat, the California Civil Rights Initiative may
get on the state ballot in November 1994. This calls for an end to
preferential treatment to anyone because of "race, ethnicity, na
tional origin, sex or religion." "Anyone" includes every type of queer.
Still more to the point is the movement to carve the most
populous state into three states. If the plan should succeed, an in
dependent Southern California would stew in its Hispanic, Jew
ish and black juices. The tripartite idea gained some momentum
when the State Assembly passed legislation to put a statewide,
nonbinding resolution on the matter in the November ballot.

Gutsy Reverend
Returning from a trip to Israel, Rev. Joe Hale, not just any
run-of-the-mill preacher, but a prominent member of the World
Methodist Council, wants the U.S. to cancel the huge amount of
foreign aid that winds its way every year to Israel. Hale mailed a
letter to President Clinton that stated in part: "We do not owe Is
rael $3 billion annually to take land they do not own, to build
settlements that are an impediment to peace, and to destroy the
lives of people by stripping them of their basic right as human
beings." The West Bank Palestinians, he admonished, are forced
by Israel "to exist in miserable, subhuman conditions .. ./1 Adher
ing to the traditional rabbinical practice of answering facts with
deprecations, Stephen Fuchs, a Nashville rabbi, ticked off the
Methodist official's charges as "preposterous and unfortunate."

Turnabout Is Fair Play
The bigoted administrators of the University of California at
Riverside shut down a fraternity that was distributing a T-shirt
that flaunted a not very original line from a song by the late Bob
Marley: "It doesn't matter where you came from, as long as YOLI
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know where you're going." The shutdown was ordered in re
sponse to a few complaints of "racism" from Mexican students,
some of them probably illegals. Normally this is the end of such
a story. The white college administrators bow low, gush forth a
chorus of mea culpas and do everything short of suicide to ap
pease the minority racists. To the astonishment of all concerned,
the T-shirt saga ended abnormally, that is it had a happy ending.
John Howard, president of the Individual Rights Foundation,
raised such a ruckus he not only forced the university Torquema
das to reinstate the fraternity, but also to enroll in a "First Amend
ment" training course to teach them to stop muzzling speech at
the beck and call of minorityites. Previously college seminars of
this type were intended to instruct students to limit free expres
sion instead of encouraging it.

Martyred Cop's Book Is Published
No police officer has ever been treated more shabbily than
Sergeant Stacey Koon, the L.A. cop who was freed by a white
jury at his first trial, then sentenced to 30 months by a mixed
race jury at his second, double jeopardy trial. In his recently pub
lished book, Presumed Guilty, the Tragedy of the Rodney King
Affair, Koon goes into the fine details of what can only be de
scribed as his martyrdom. If you can't find the book at your local
bookstore-chances are you won't-you can order it from the
Stacey Koon Defense Fund, 107 East Broadway, Glendale, CA
91205. With the family breadwinner in the slammer, wife Mary
and the five children are not having an easy time of it. A check
for $30 (or more) will not only bring you the book, but boost the
monetary resources of the family's dwindling bank account. The
Koons need every cent they can muster because Janet Reno's
goons are now appealing Koon's sentence. They want to length
en it.

Not Everyone Has Surrendered
• Censorship is so heavy-handed these days that even librar
ies are getting into the act. David Wayfield of Martha's Vineyard
was banned from entering the Vineyard Haven Library, falsely
accused of stealing a menorah and actually assaulted by library
officials, primarily because of his dim view of Zionist machina
tions here and abroad. Wayfield summarized all his grievances
and filed a civil rights complaint against the town of Tisbury,
which a local court promptly dismissed. Wayfield then took the
matter to the U.S. Court of Appeals. What do you know? The jus
tices came down on his side, ruling that the district court should
review its cavalier treatment of his complaint.
• Joseph Kover, a town councilman in Newport (NY), resort
ed to the words, "Nigger from Harlem," to describe New York
State Comptroller Carl McCall at an October town council meet
ing. The outcry from the media and the minorities was routine.
What was not routine was Kover's reaction. Instead bowing and
scraping and sinking to his knees, he remained straight and tall.
Not only did he refuse to resign, he repeated the taboo phrase.
• Stephen Meltzer, a white fired from his job as vice
president of black Motown Record Co., launched a lawsuit
against the company, asserting that a Negro executive had in
formed him that he (Meltzer) was fired because he was "not
black enough for Motown."
• If federal polices or laws are responsible for the tsunamis
of illegal immigrants that have washed against the beaches of
Florida, then it would only seem appropriate that the federal gov
ernment, not the Sunshine State, should pay the piper. Since
Florida has become a veritable black hole of gravitational pull
for Haitians, Cubans and Central Americans, Governor Lawton
Chiles is suing the federal government for the social costs of ille
gal immigration.

